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Thank You 

Working on this project has been a unique privilege. Combining the interests and ideas of so many 
people has been a challenge, and we were fortunate to have a diverse array of friends and 
professionals assist in this project.  We would like to extend our sincerest gratitude to the following 
people for their time, suggestions, and support: 

 
Our Mattamuskeet Dream Team:   

o Gordon Myers, North Carolina Wildlife Resources Commission 
o Erik Christofferson, North Carolina Wildlife Resources Commission 
o Mark Willard, WillardFerm, Architects 
o Ola Ferm, WillardFerm, Architects 
o Carla Luna, WillardFerm, Architects 

 
Additional NC WRC contributions: Cecilia Edgar, Norman Young, David Cobb, Chris McGrath, 
Jamie Hammermann, Deet James, Tommy Kirby, Margaret Martin and Perry Sumner 
 
Our Wildlife Focus Group: 

o Dr. Chris DePerno and the NCSU Fisheries and Wildlife Sciences Department 
 
Professionals who generously donated their time and suggestions: 

o Liz Jones, North Carolina Museum of Natural Sciences 
o Jason Blackwell, Tetra Tech 
o Tim Langer, North Carolina State University 
o Feathercreek Farms 
o Northeastern Hunting 
 

The Panel of Tourism Experts:  
o Nancy Nicholls, Edenton Visitor’s Bureau 
o Donna Bailey-Taylor, Johnston County Visitor’s Bureau 
o Sara Phelps, Eastern 4-H Environmental Education Conference Center 
o Jason Swanson, Tourism Development Specialists 
o Flora Moorman, North Carolina Biotechnology Center 
o Lynn Lewis, Washington/Beaufort County Tourism Development Authority 
o Dr. Dana Clark, Appalachian State University 

 
Our Hyde County Friends and Experts: 

o Nell Cox, Hyde County Resident 
o Alice Keeney, Hyde County Chamber of Commerce 
o Bruce Freske, Jerry Fringeli, and Bernice Kitts of the Lake Mattamuskeet Wildlife Refuge 
o Hyde County Chamber of Commerce: Jane Gibbs, Maola Hayes, Randy Hignite 

 
Tourism Directors who contributed to the Regional Assets Inventory:   

o Bill Ellers and Mim Miller, Pamlico County 
o Lynn Lewis, Washington County 
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o Jill Vogt, Beaufort County  
o Carl Lohr and Jason Swanson, Carteret County 
o Helen Craddock, Tyrrell County 

 
And a very very special thanks to 

o Mac Gibbs, Hyde County Extension 
o Dr. Lewis Forrest, The Mattamuskeet Foundation 
o Annette Gibbs, Partnership for the Sounds 

for sharing their knowledge, insight and passion about Hyde County.  This plan could not have been 
written without them.  
 
 
Never ever forget that the product in tourism is the experience.  It can be comprised of a variety of elements dependant 
on the host destination and the benefits sought by the visitor: fun, education, escape, adventure, bonding, skill-building, 
novelty, authenticity, safety, and so on.  The job of the tourism professional is to craft the experience to meet the needs 
of the visitor while remaining true to the destination’s character and capacity. 

- Anonymous
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Executive Summary 
 
The reopening of the Mattamuskeet Lodge represents a host of opportunities for visitors to Eastern 
North Carolina, for the residents and businesses of Hyde County, and for the North Carolina 
Wildlife Resources Commission.  More than just another coastal attraction, the Mattamuskeet Lodge 
represents nearly one hundred years of business, transportation, agriculture, family and social 
history.  No one but those connected to the Lodge can understand the enormous importance of 
Lodge to the county’s identity, community and culture.   
 The Lodge that periodically served as a pumping station, a Civilian Conservation Corps 
project, a hunting lodge, and a location for community celebration will now open as a multi-purpose 
facility meeting the current and future needs of both residents and visitors of the county.  The 
Lodge of the 21st century will serve as accommodations, a dining establishment, and an event and 
meeting facility.  However, just as critical will be its role as major attractor*, a hub for regional 
tourists information, a home base for several recreational experiences supplied by outfitters and 
guides, a source of environmental education for permanent and transient audiences, and a 
connection for residents with their collective past.   
 The “new Lodge” facilities will include guest rooms, meeting and event spaces, break-out 
areas, restaurant and catering services, an environmental education teaching lab, a self-help 
kitchenette and laundry services, interpretive exhibits depicting the role of the Lodge in county 
history, a reception area and gift shop, staff offices, equipment storage, a gun safe, outside gathering 
spaces, over six acres of grounds and walkways and various scenic vista observation points 
(including the Lodge observation tower).   
 A number of visitor markets will be attracted to the renovated Lodge.  Markets will be 
differentiated by season, activity, and by length of stay.  Some users will engage in the Lodge for day 
use only while others stay overnight.  Motivations for visiting and therefore guest activities will vary, 
as well as travel patterns such as group size and lead time for booking.  Staying true to Lodge 
identity and WRC mission, hunters, anglers and associated interest groups should be a major market 
for the Lodge.  Transient markets will include wildlife-watchers, ecotourists, heritage tourists, 
families, Outer Banks visitors, eastern North Carolina residents, and guests visiting relatives and 
friends in the county.  Group markets will include weddings, meetings, tour operators, youth trips 
and camps, recreational clubs, festivals special events, reunions, retreats and county residents. 

The Wildlife Resources Commission (WRC) will simultaneously promote economic, cultural 
and environmental ideals.  The renovated Lodge will become an icon for those ideals.  To that end, 
the primary objectives of the Lodge operations are to: 

1. Serve as an educational facility promoting the historic and ecological importance of the 
Lodge and of Lake Mattamuskeet Wildlife Refuge. 

2. Cooperate with the local community in ways that encourage sustainable tourism and 
economic development. 

3. Provide a quality experience to all visitors. 
4. Generate enough revenue to be self-sustaining. 

 
In accepting ownership of the Lodge, the WRC is entering into a contract with the community 
towards mutual success.  Future operations of the Lodge cannot succeed without the County also 
succeeding, and the County’s affluence and well-being greatly depend upon the sound management 
of the Lodge.  The WRC and the citizens of Hyde must work together to move the tourism 
development agenda forward for the economic growth of the region.  WRC must actively engage 
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with residents to envision, create, and market socially and environmentally sustainable businesses.  
WRC must partner with multiple organizations to assist entrepreneurs in hospitality, interpretation 
and entrepreneurship training as well as work with Hyde County Government and Hyde County 
Chamber to form a cooperative, regional direction for rural tourism.  It is a big vision, but a 
necessary and worthy one. 
 The future direction and operational decisions of Mattamuskeet Lodge are based on several 
factors:  the provisions of the federal transfer act, the economic context of the geographical region, 
business acumen and financial solvency, and the input of the Hyde County community.  This 
document is to serve as a jumping-off point for Lodge planning. The WRC is to be commended for 
undertaking the proper means for gathering community input as well as doing diligence in long-tem 
planning (see Appendix E: Purpose of Tourism Planning).  This document addresses several key 
planning issues in the operations of a multipurpose tourist business: definition of the product, 
development of programs, identification of markets, facility maintenance, relevant partnerships, legal 
considerations, start-up and ongoing cost estimates, analysis of potential revenue,.  Additionally, it 
makes recommendations regarding the operations of the Lodge, particularly in regard to compliance 
with the Umstead Act, contracting with a management company, providing a mix of outsourcing 
and in-house recreational and educational programs, key markets to court, and budgetary needs. 
Further planning will need to occur so that a detailed marketing plan, facilities management manual, 
front office procedures manual, operating budget, crisis management plan, catering operations plan, 
and other critical guides can be developed in time for a 2010 opening.  It is the hope of the authors 
that this document provides a foundation of issues to consider, new ideas to develop and 
operational direction to pursue. 
 
 
*An attractor is different from an attraction in that it is a primary draw for bringing tourists to the 
destination, whereas an attraction may be an interesting site that tourists decide to visit once there.
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Introduction 
 
The beautiful and historic Mattamuskeet Lodge is located in Lake Mattamuskeet Wildlife Refuge in 
Hyde County, North Carolina.  It was built in 1914, at which time it was the largest pump house in 
the world.  The intention of the building was to drain Lake Mattamuskeet, to allow farmers to sow 
the rich soils below.  After changing ownership three times, struggling through mechanical pump 
issues, and finally being struck by the Great Depression, the Lodge was sold to the US government 
in 1933.  This event began the foundation of the Lake Mattamuskeet Wildlife Refuge and a massive 
reconstruction of the Lodge.  The Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) converted the building into a 
hunting lodge, and laid the foundation of the next 40 years of its history.  The Lodge served 
hundreds of hunters and anglers until 1972, when Canada goose hunting became illegal within the 
refuge.  The Lodge was closed to the public, with the exception of the occasional special event, from 
1974 until 1996.  From 1996 through 2000, the building was managed by Partnership for the 
Sounds, under cooperation of the US Fish and Wildlife Service and East Carolina University.  The 
building hosted weddings, proms, conventions and reunions until 2000, when it was declared 
structurally unsound and closed to the public.  Mattamuskeet Lodge sat unused for seven years until 
the North Carolina General Assembly, under the leadership of Senator Marc Basnight, accepted the 
transfer of Mattamuskeet Lodge into state ownership and subsequently appropriated funds to begin 
the restoration.  Repair and renovation of Mattamuskeet Lodge is currently being administered 
through the Department of Cultural Resources and the North Carolina Wildlife Resources 
Commission (WRC) will manage the building after its renovation is complete. The WRC is currently 
very involved with the future use planning and adaptive restoration.  In 2007, Willard and Ferm 
Architects of Raleigh, North Carolina was contracted to design and implement the renovations and 
the North Carolina State University Tourism Extension was contracted to write a business 
management and tourism plan for the building.  The anticipated grand opening is in fall of 2010.  An 
extended history of the Lodge is provided in Appendix B: Lodge History, and Appendix C: Lodge 
Timeline. 
 Mattamuskeet Lodge is located in the southern section of Lake Mattamuskeet.  This 40,000-
acre lake is 18 miles long, 7 miles wide, and averages only 2 feet deep (Dean, 1986).  The location, 
climate, and depth of the lake make it ideal waterfowl habitat, and it is considered one of the most 
fantastic birding sites in the state of North Carolina.  The refuge is home to over 800 species of 
vertebrates, including over 300 species of birds.  The historical significance of Mattamuskeet Lodge, 
combined with the ecological importance of Lake Mattamuskeet Wildlife Refuge, makes this an 
essential and important area for conservation and sustainable tourism development. 
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Mission 
 
Mattamuskeet Lodge has served many markets over time (see further history in Lodge Description 
section).  In order to preserve the historic context of this building, a variety of uses must be 
maintained.    The following objectives should be the primary focus of Lodge planning and 
programming: 

5. Serve as an educational facility promoting the historic and ecological importance of the 
Lodge and of Lake Mattamuskeet Wildlife Refuge. 

6. Cooperate with the local community in ways that encourage sustainable tourism and 
economic development. 

7. Provide a quality experience to all visitors. 
8. Generate enough revenue to be self-sustaining. 

 
The biggest challenge in managing this facility will be marketing and facilitating a diverse variety of 
markets.  The target client will change every season.   In addition, many residents and user groups 
feel ownership of the lodge.  Future management will need to be flexible, enthusiastic, and reverent 
of the significance of Mattamuskeet Lodge. 
 
Location 
 
Mattamuskeet Lodge is located within the Lake Mattamuskeet Wildlife Refuge, on the southern 
section of Lake Mattamuskeet.   The refuge is located within Hyde County in eastern North 
Carolina.  It is approximately 3 hours (174 miles) from Raleigh, NC, 5.5 hours (270 miles) from 
Myrtle Beach, SC, 2.5 hours (131 miles) from Norfolk, VA, and 6 hours (310 miles) from 
Washington, DC (MapQuest, Inc., 2008).  Hyde County mainland is accessible via 64E and 264E, as 
well as by ferry.  Hyde County also includes Ocracoke Island, a popular tourism destination within 
the Outer Banks, which is accessible by ferry. 
 
 

 
Images from Wikipedia.com 
 

Figure 1. Geographical Context of Hyde County 
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The eastern edge of Hyde County runs along the Atlantic Ocean, and the southern border across the 
Pamlico Sound.  Hyde County is surrounded by Dare, Tyrrell, and Washington Counties to the 
North, Beaufort County to the West, and Pamlico and Carteret Counties to the South (across the 
sound).   The 2006 population of Hyde County was 5,341 people, an 8.3% decrease from the 2000 
population (US Census Bureau, 2008).  Overall, Hyde County is substantially behind the majority of 
North Carolina in terms of median income, poverty level, and education level: 
 

Comparison of Hyde County and North Carolina on Selected Demographics: Household 
Income, Population in Poverty and Percent Holding a Bachelor’s Degree 

 
 Hyde County North Carolina 
Median Household Income $28, 152 $40,863 
Percent of the population below poverty level 19.3% 13.8% 
Percent of population holding a bachelor’s 
degree or higher 

10.6% 22.5% 

 Information from US Census Bureau, 2008 
  
Eastern and northeastern North Carolina represents 17% of the state’s population.  The startup rate 
and success rate of businesses in these areas are below the rest of NC.  Historically the economy in 
Hyde County has depended on agriculture, fishing, and timber.  However, with today’s economy 
and the natural setting of Hyde, the county should begin initiating ways to base their economy on 
tourism (NC Sea Grant).  Mainland Hyde County currently has very little in tourism infrastructure.  
The visitor center has limited hours, there is minimal lodging, and there is limited interpretation 
available for natural or historic sites and minimal opportunities for guided recreation.  There are only 
seven restaurants, one historic site with operating hours, no kennels and no laundromats.  While 
Mattamuskeet Lodge and the Refuge are on the Historic Albemarle Trail, the North Carolina 
Birding Trail, the Homegrown Handmade Rock Stew Ramble Trail, and the Charles Kuralt Trail, there 
are no tours available for visitors once they reach these sites.  Mattamuskeet Lodge will be a fantastic 
opportunity to expand the tourism offerings of Hyde County.  Tourism has the potential to bring in 
both direct and indirect traveler spending, giving Hyde County residents reliable income and future 
Hyde County residents a reason to stay.  Mattamuskeet Lodge will be a great tool to improve 
economic opportunity and offer job training in Hyde County.  Further information about Hyde 
County is provided in Appendix D: Mainland Hyde County, and information about the importance 
of Tourism Planning in provided in Appendix E: Purpose of Tourism Planning. 
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Lodge Product 
  
Serving the guests at Mattamuskeet Lodge, regardless of their interests or reason for coming, will 
ultimately hold the same goal: provide every guest with an enjoyable and memorable experience.  
Whether they have come to hunt, get married, or learn about history, every guest should be 
comfortable and know that they are working with one of the most caring and knowledgeable staffs 
in North Carolina.  The following section describes the Lodge “product” which is planned and 
should be delivered so that each guest enjoys their experience and leaves Mattamuskeet Lodge 
planning to return. 
 
 
Facility Description / Accommodations  
 
Mattamuskeet Lodge is 23,000 square feet.  After renovations, it will likely include 14 bedrooms with 
accommodations for 34 guests.  Current plans reflect an Exhibits Room located on the first floor, 
with the Gift Shop / Reception Area to the west and studio space and Research Lab on the east 
side.  The Exhibits Room will hold a chronology of photographs and artifacts from the Lodge’s 
history.  These exhibits should include the history of Hyde County, including Native American 
history and early European settlers. Lodge renovations should be recorded and shown on a video 
exhibit.  To conserve space, other exhibits could be created from a television/video screen that 
rotates through exhibits (Willard 2008). The current design includes a boardwalk that surrounds the 
backside of the building, extending from the Reception Area, around the Exhibits Room, and 
around to the studio space and Research Lab.  There will be several exits to the boardwalk from the 
first floor of the building.  The first floor will also include multiple occupancy restrooms and offices. 
 The upper section of the first floor, separated by only a half flight of steps, includes the 
Kitchen, Dining Room, another set of multiple occupancy restrooms and the mechanical/electrical 
room.  After renovations, the kitchen will be a full-service, commercial grade kitchen.  The Dining 
Room will seat approximately 75 people. 
 Going up another half flight of stairs, into the lower level of the second floor, there is the 
large Lounge area (also referred to as the Lobby), with three bedrooms to the west and an additional 
four bedrooms including a large suite to the east.  
 The Lounge is separated by a half flight of stairs from The Ballroom. Display cabinets run 
along both east and west walls of the Ballroom.  These could be used to display study skins of 
wildlife from the refuge as well as local artifacts.  The design includes 1 bedroom, mechanical space, 
and table storage to the west of the Ballroom, and a bedroom suite to the east there will be 
restrooms and storage for many tables and chairs. Additionally, a dumb waiter should be installed so 
that food can be transported from the kitchen to the Ballroom without carrying it up the stairs. 
 The third floor of the Lodge has an additional 4 bedrooms.  The third floor also allows 
access to the balcony that over-looks the Ballroom and provides access to the observation tower.  
The figure below depicts a cross-section of the lodge and general space usages.  
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Figure 2. Cross-section of Lodge with new usages
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Lodge Use Patterns after Re-opening 
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Restaurant 
 
An important element of hospitality planning is to ensure guests have a comfortable and convenient 
dining experience.  Of the seven restaurants in Hyde County, the closest to Lake Mattamuskeet 
Wildlife Refuge is 12 miles away.  While an important consideration in the adaptive reuse planning 
for Mattamuskeet Lodge is to promote local businesses, options should be available for guests who 
do not want to drive such a long distance for every meal.  To provide guests with easy access to 
dinning, we recommend including a restaurant in Mattamuskeet Lodge.  Careful precautions must be 
taken, however, to ensure that this restaurant does not impede the income and customer base of 
current Hyde County restaurants.   

We recommend planning the restaurant at Mattamuskeet Lodge in two phases.  The first 
phase should have limited hours and meal services.  It should be focused on meal options that are 
not currently available in Hyde County.  The second phase should expand restaurant hours and meal 
service, after a comfortable relationship with business owners has been established. 
 
Phase One 
 It is absolutely essential that the WRC take every precaution to ensure Hyde County business 
owners do not feel threatened by the Lodge.  Conversely, it is vital that the WRC illustrate to local 
hospitality-based businesses that the Lodge’s new presence will increase their customer base, not 
encumber it. Having the restaurant feature a menu or a dining style that is substantially different 
than what is currently available will be necessary to eliminating concern of competition.  Start-up 
planning of the Lodge needs to cater to the potential concerns of Hyde County citizens, and initial 
Lodge amenities and programming should differ substantially from other local business options.    

There are currently no restaurants in Hyde County which serve breakfast (Mac Gibbs, 
personal communication, 5/2008).  While the long-term plan for the restaurant (Phase Two) can 
include lunch and dinner options, the first months of the Lodge should focus on breakfast service. 
This will fill a niche rather than offering competition (Tim Langer, personal communication, 
8/8/2008).  The Lodge traditionally served a large Sunday dinner, which was open to the public 
(Nell Cox, personal communication, 5/2008).  We recommend that this tradition be continued 
within Phase One as well.  Both breakfast and Sunday dinner should give first priority to Lodge 
guest reservations, and then be open to the public. 
 Depending on how long Lodge managers decide to keep the restaurant in Phase One, dinner 
service could be available during hunting season.  From November to January, hundreds of hunters 
travel to Hyde County, both from North Carolina and from neighboring states (Tim Langer, 
personal communication, 8/8/2008).  Because tourists are so abundant during this time, the 
restaurant offering dinner will not interfere with the regular business of local restaurants. 
 
Phase Two 

Phase Two should not commence until Mattamuskeet Lodge has established trust from the 
community and illustrated its economic benefit to the people.  We recommend holding public 
meetings six, twelve, and eighteen months after opening, to show how the Lodge has increased 
tourism and traveler spending in Hyde County.  It is difficult to estimate how long the Lodge should 
remain in Phase One; it will require careful planning, research, and consideration from Lodge 
management. 
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Phase Two should include a continental breakfast for guests and boxed lunches available for 
both guests and the public seven days a week.  A full dinner service should be available Wednesday 
through Sunday, with first priority given to Lodge guests.  All lunch patrons (guests and the public) 
should be required to make lunch orders by 6pm the evening before.  Dinner options for Monday 
and Tuesday evenings will be a good opportunity for cooperation with local businesses.  Guests 
should be given the option of ordering boxed lunches for dinner on Monday and Tuesday evenings, 
in case they do not want to leave the Lodge, but they should also be encouraged to eat at other local 
restaurants.  Lodging and meal “package” options should be made available to incorporate meals 
costs with lodging; packages could be named in honor of waterfowl of the area – the Snow Goose 
package, the Tundra Swan package, and so forth.  In addition, Mattamuskeet Lodge could work with 
local restaurants to see if they would be willing to deliver food to guests.   
 
 
Special Events 
  
Special events have been a part of the facility’s history since its conversion into a Lodge.  Even while 
the Lodge was open in the 1990s, special events and educational programs were the only activities 
commencing at the Lodge (Annette Gibbs, personal communication, 6/2008).  Traditionally, special 
events have included: weddings, proms, private parties, dances, business meetings, and reunions.  
These events are an important part of Hyde County history, and they need to be a primary focus in 
Lodge planning and interpretation. The Marketing and Sales director needs to be hired at least one 
year before the Lodge opens. This will allow this person to begin advertising and generating local 
excitement for Lodge programming and amenities. 
 Time management is essential during special events.  It is highly probable that two or more 
events can occur simultaneously.  It will be important to have standard operating procedures 
(SOPs), staff meetings, up to date schedules, and a well-trained staff to manage these events and 
situations.  We recommend holding weekly staff meetings, as well as providing each staff member a 
printed monthly schedule of events, to ensure that all programming is compatible.  Additionally, 
ensuring proper facility and guest flow will be important during special events.  Planning and 
consideration by Lodge staff needs to ensure that other Lodge guests do not interrupt special events.  
Access to the observation tower, as well as to whatever room the special event is occurring, needs to 
be closed to other guests (Sears and Moore, 1994). 
 
 
Furnishings/Décor 
  
The WRC should carefully consider how to safely incorporate the original CCC chairs into the 
Lodge décor.  While they should be displayed, they should also be protected.  We recommend 
displaying the chairs throughout the building, perhaps one to two in the Exhibits Room, one to two 
in the Dining Room, and one in the suites.  In case of damage to those on display, five of the chairs 
should be preserved and protected in storage.  Because there is such an abundance of CCC chairs, 
the WRC should consider donated some to museums, schools, or non-profits.  Additionally, they 
might be auctioned off as a fundraiser for a county event. 
 New décor for the building should celebrate the sportsmen heritage, but not in a way that 
would offend non-sportsmen.  Artwork by eastern North Carolinian artists that reflects Hyde 
County history and culture should be purchased.  Examples of motifs could include: hunting, fishing 
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and crabbing, the role of the CCC, Native American history, flora and fauna. The WRC should 
purchase the rights to use photographs from Lewis Forrest’s book, Lake Mattamuskeet: New 
Holland and Hyde County, to display throughout the building, and work closely with the 
Mattamuskeet Foundation to ensure accurate and tasteful representation of Lodge history.  
Permanent, inconspicuous hooks should be hung around the windows for special event decorations 
to prevent multiple holes in the walls (Willard 2008).  The fireplace was a well-utilized tool in Lodge 
history.  It should be functional in the future and used often (Willard 2008). 
 
 
Facility Tours, Interpretation, and Programming 
  
While the appearance of the guest rooms, restaurant and large open meeting spaces will charm both 
resident and tourist visitors to the Lodge, the activities and educational programming will define the 
Lodge’s personality.  A mixture of historical, educational and recreational programming will go far to 
please the many audiences visiting the Lodge.  Although the majority of these operations will be 
facilitated by non-WRC employees (but rather by contracted organizations, discussed below), 
programming available at the Lodge will ultimately represent the WRC.  It is important that activities 
outlined in the section are carefully planned, historically accurate, and environmentally contentious.  
 
Interpretive Exhibits 
The WRC has an unprecedented opportunity to educate the public about hunting heritage by 
exhibiting the hunting history of not only the Lodge but of the entire county.  Educational verbiage 
on “Sportsmen and Habitat Conservation” beside the historic hunting photos would lend itself to 
non-consumptive audiences.  Additionally, “farming and conservation” and “aquaculture and 
conservation” would be additional appropriate topics to address to give the visitor a “sense” of the 
community culture, from the standpoint of both industry and recreational pursuits.  
 As evident from Dr. Forrest’s book, many outstanding photos are available portraying the 
Lodge and the county’s history.  Additional elements to consider in Lodge interpretation include:  an 
oversized timeline of the Lodge’s history, “sizeable” facts about the power of the pumping plant, a 
“who’s who” of Lodge history or “families of Mattamuskeet Lodge,” lifestyles & culture, “urban 
legends of Hyde County, and recreational pursuits of Hyde County.  A “Lodge Archives and 
Genealogy” collection may be developed in later years. Additionally, it will be important to connect 
the Lodge with other parts of the county, for example, the site of the CCC camp, historic homes 
related to the Lodge or the mouth of Pamlico Sound. 
 The WRC has a proficient and savvy Environmental Education staff.  The interpretive 
exhibits will no doubt be outstanding but will and should be developed over time, preferably within 
the first five years of the Lodge opening.  Time and budget will restrict the ability to have full and 
operational exhibits at the time of the public opening, but comprehensive designs and mock-ups 
should be displayed at the Lodge for the first year, to let community and visitors know that “there 
will be more than just a building and tours,” to allow community to provide feedback on the 
proposed exhibits, and to generate anticipation for a future visit to the Lodge.  
 
Lodge Tours 
 Daily tours of the Lodge should be given by Lodge Tour Guides, as well as by the Assistant 
Lodge Manager.  We recommend having the tours offered every day at a set time, and allowing 
groups of 4 or more to make reservations for alternate times.  Lodge Tour Guides should be locals 
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from mainland Hyde County.  They should be given a “fact book” and interpretation guide, and 
required to take a test on the materials in the book before being certified to give tours.  Their 
training should also include attending tours and giving trial tours.  They could be volunteers or 
management company staff (the management company option is discussed below).  It is essential 
that Lodge tours generate money, but are priced at a fee that will be affordable to guests and Hyde 
County residents.  It is also important that the fee is small enough that those who are at the Lodge 
but were not planning on taking a Lodge tour will consider it.  We recommend Lodge tours fees at 
$10 for an adult, $8 for students, senior citizens, Lifetime Sportsmen License holder, or groups over 
4, and $6 for children.  Lodge tours should last 30 to 45 minutes. 
 
 
Contracted Tours and Guide Services 
 We recommend that Mattamuskeet Lodge contract private companies to lead tours and 
activities outside of the Lodge.  This will serve two purposes:  first, it will reduce WRC liability, 
staffing, and planning, and second, it will encourage local entrepreneurs and economy.  One of the 
best ways to generate local excitement for the renewed use of Mattamuskeet Lodged will be to make 
it directly economically beneficial to the local people. 

It is important before contracting guides to ensure that they have reliable hours and 
scheduling, their prices are consistent, and that they provide a quality tour.  These services will draw 
tourists to the Lodge and provide revenue for local people, but will also provide revenue for the 
Lodge.  The Lodge should receive a percentage of every tour.  Furthermore, tour guides, both 
sportsmen and non-sportsmen tours, should have guides pick up clients from the Lodge to make the 
visit as simple as possible for the guest.  Contracts with the guides and outfitters should specify the 
length of tours and require that a guide be with every patron at all times.  Although the tour 
operator will be responsible for the safety and enjoyment of patrons, the WRC will also share in this 
responsibility.  Therefore it is essential that Lodge staff knows how many Lodge guests are on each 
tour, how long they will be gone, and that they are safe. 

Mattamuskeet Lodge will be a diverse facility, offering programs and lodging appealing to a 
variety of people.  It is essential that the building is self-sustaining, but also important that the 
programs at the Lodge encourage local economy.  Contracting services will not only make managing 
the Lodge easier, but will enhance partnerships with local entrepreneurs.  We recommend having a 
variety of tours available on the refuge that will appeal to the large variety of markets.  Contracted 
tours could include: 

o Bicycling  
o Photography   
o Birding   
o Equestrian 
o Wildlife watching    
o Paddling   
o ATV  
o Multiple occupancy boats 
o Indigenous plant identification 
o Folklore   
o Nature art (ex. Sketching, photography) 
o Crabbing 
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Contracted Consumptive-use Tours 
Contracted services should include hunting and fishing guides and taxidermist for sportsmen at the 
Lodge.  It will be best to provide clients with a variety of choices on guide services. Sportsmen will 
likely believe the most important factors in deciding on a guide are success rates and quality of the 
kill, as well as information on land and population management (NCSU Focus Group, 2008).  These 
will be very important considerations when contracting with guiding services.  The National Park 
Service allows similar concessions within their parks and could be used as an example.  For instance, 
the concessions at Grand Teton National Park can be found at 
http://www.nps.gov/grte/planyourvisit/concessions.htm.  A list of Hyde County guides is 
provided in Appendix D: Mainland Hyde County. 
 
Rental Equipment 
 Mattamuskeet Lodge should have binoculars, GPS units, telescopes, and digital cameras 
available for rent by Lodge guests and refuge visitors.  These items will be of interest to 
recreationalists as well as sportsmen, so it is important that they are well-maintained, affordable, and 
available at all times of the year. The WRC should work to contract outfitters to provide larger items 
for rent to Lodge guests.  These items should include: kayaks and canoes, fishing equipment, and 
crab traps.  These items are potentially dangerous, and having an outside party responsible for their 
rental would relieve some of the WRC’s liability.  These rental items are an additional means for the 
WRC to encourage local entrepreneurs.   
 
Other Programming 

While the various guiding services and tours will give the Lodge an appeal of being diverse 
and exciting, it is important that the Lodge has some events which are unique to the Lodge.  A 
possibility would be to include a First Friday event, with a wine tasting, a local band, and perhaps 
local artists invited to display their art in the Lodge. 

It is also important that the Lodge demonstrate the relationship it has held with a variety of 
audiences and that it honors this heritage by continuing to cater to these varied markets. The US 
Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) holds special birding tours the first weekend in December; WRC 
should work with the USFWS to create Bird Week, and develop programs, workshops, and special 
lodging rates for birders.  This will encourage this time to be specifically for birders, and hopefully 
encourage hunters to come at another time.  The WRC should plan their Mattamuskeet permit 
hunts so that they are not available during Bird Week. 

The WRC should have full and part-time environmental education staff in the Lodge.  These 
employees should work directly for the WRC, and not for the management company.  Having these 
employees will emphasize the WRC’s role in the building, and will make the WRC more visible to 
guests.  These employees can implement programs the WRC already uses (BOW, Fish for Fun, 
Wildlife Photography) as well as creating new programs that are unique to Mattamuskeet Lodge. 
 
 
Amenities and Services 
 
Common Areas 
 Common areas should be available for guests.  One area should include a large screen 
television and seating.  A second seating area could be available without a television, perhaps with 
books, magazines, and board games, and could be placed beside Environmental Education Lab.  
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Additionally, sitting chairs and coffee tables should be placed in front of the windows in both the 
Exhibits Room and on the Lounge level.   

A small area next to the front desk with a computer and fax machine should be available for 
guests who did not bring a laptop.  The front desk should have DVD players and movies available 
for rent.  The films A Winter Day at Lake Mattamuskeet and A Winter Day at Pungo Lake, 
produced by the Mattamuskeet Foundation, should be available for guests to borrow without 
charge. 
 
Technology  
 
In the American Hotel & Lodging Association 2006 Lodging Survey, the size and scope of emerging 
trends in the lodging industry were tracked. More than 9,300 U.S. hotel properties were polled on 
more than 100 areas. Among the many findings, the survey revealed the following regarding 
technology amenities: 

 Wireless Internet access is likely the fastest growing in-room amenity. The number of 
hotels that offer this service more than doubled over the last two years. In 2006, 82% of 
all hotels offered this service compared to 35% in 2004. 

 The percentage of hotels with cable or satellite TV in the room has grown steadily since 
1990, from 69% to 99% in 2006. 

 Voice mail continues to become a common amenity in hotel rooms with 86% of all hotels 
offering voice mail. This is up from 72% in 2004. All hotels in the luxury chain scale 
indicted they offer voice mail. 

 High-speed Internet access has grown substantially. Of all responding properties, 50% 
offered this service in 2004, which grew to 89% in 2006. 

 
Weapon Storage 

Because Mattamuskeet Lodge is a state-owned property, and because not all guests will be 
sportsmen, precautionary measures need to be taken with the guests’ weapons.  Guests should be 
required to store their weapons inside an armory safe.  Within the weapons safe individual lock and 
key should be provided for securing each sportsman’s weapon.  This will ensure that their weapons 
are not tampered with.  An SOP is essential for maintaining the weapons room.  This requirement 
may be met with some hesitation from sportsmen, so it is important that the process is easy, 
convenient, and that they feel their property is properly protected.  This safe should be kept in the 
closet behind the gift shop/reception area. 
 
Cleaning Facility for Sportsmen 
 A facility needs to be built where hunters and anglers can clean their carcasses.  Many guided 
services will provide cleaning for their patrons, however a facility needs to be available for those 
sportsmen who do not use a guided service.  This facility should have a concrete floor and include 
drains, a hose, a crank to lift heavy carcasses, and tables.  The Lodge could consider having cleaning 
knives that guests can borrow.  The Lodge should provide a freezer or large coolers for sportsmen 
that can be locked.  The cleaning facility should have a roof and be screened-in to prevent flies in 
the summer.  A service must be available to dispose of waste material.   
 
Kennels 
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 Waterfowl and bear hunters both consistently rely on dogs in their hunts.  Whitetail deer 
hunters also sometimes use dogs.  Some North Carolina hunting lodges provide kennels for their 
clients with dogs (see Appendix R for feedback from Hunting Lodge interviews), and Mattamuskeet 
Lodge should be no exception.  While there are two kennels on Ocracoke according to the Hyde 
County Service Directory (2007), there are no kennels on mainland Hyde County.  Hunters will be 
limited to one dog per hunter, and will be required to bring their own food.  The kennel will be 
cleaned daily by contracted staff (because there will not be hunters present all year, it won’t be 
necessary to have a permanent kennel staff) and should be placed somewhere that hunters can easily 
access their dogs from the Lodge, but far enough that the barking will not interrupt special events or 
other Lodge guests.  The building needs to be soundproofed, secure and staffed with properly 
trained individuals. An on-call veterinarian should be designated in case of emergency. 
 
Bedroom Amenities 
 Guests should have access to WIFI connectivity in the guest rooms and throughout the 
common areas.  Each room will include a Guest Services book, which will outline all of the meal 
options, contracted tours, and other services available as well as information about Hyde County 
attractions.   

Every bedroom should include a mini-fridge and television.  Because there will be such a 
variety of markets utilizing Mattamuskeet Lodge, accommodations should be made for different 
preferences.  Some guests may want to experience an authentic historic experience, and will not 
want a television in their bedroom.  To accommodate these guests, they should receive the option of 
having the television removed.  Receptionists and online booking programs could ask guests, 
“Would you prefer a room with or without a television?”; additionally, information cards in the 
room could inform guests that if they would like their television removed, the reception desk would 
be happy to send a staff member to do so.   
 
Kitchenette 
 Although Mattamuskeet Lodge should encourage guests to eat at local restaurants, we 
recommend providing a kitchenette for guests to utilize at no additional charge.  This kitchen should 
be in a building separate from the Lodge in case of accidental fire.  Having this kitchen would allow 
sportsmen an opportunity to prepare their catch from the day, as well as allowing patrons of 
crabbing tours to cook their catch.  Each guest should be encouraged to clean this facility after every 
use, but it should also be properly cleaned by the housekeeping staff once a day and monitored 
several times per day.  Safety signage (Prevent Fire by Turning off the Stove, How to Safely Prepare 
Meat, etc., Egress route posted) as well as safety equipment (fire blanket, fire extinguisher) should be 
present in the kitchen.  The kitchenette should also include laundry facilities for guests at no charge.  
However, a meeting of community members showed that the majority of residents felt there should 
be laundry facilities within the Lodge (Willard 2008).  If space provides, this would be preferable to 
having the laundry area in the kitchenette. 
 
Outdoor Amenities 
 The WRC should partner with the USFWS to create outdoor amenities.  These could include 
outdoor grills and picnic tables, open to both Lodge guests and refuge guests.  These could be built 
both within the 6.25 acres operated by the WRC, or around the refuge.  Lodge staff should be able 
to provide guests with specific directions to these locations.  Additionally, the WRC should consider 
partnering with the USFWS to build a large, outdoor structure for special events (Tim Langer, 
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personal communication, 2008).  This structure could be screened on three sides and have a window 
facing Lake Mattamuskeet.  This would provide a beautiful and scenic opportunity for individuals 
who would like an outdoor wedding, and a reception inside the Lodge.  Furthermore, there should 
be means of delivering electricity outside of the Lodge, particularly if there are vendor during 
community events and festivals (Willard 2008).
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Lodge Markets 
 
 Historically Mattamuskeet Lodge serviced sportsmen and special events from the 1930s 
through the 1970s, and hosted special events and educational programs from the 1970s to 2000.  
After its 2010 re-opening, Mattamuskeet Lodge will provide a larger variety of opportunities to a 
more diversified group of travelers and guests.  Sportsmen and special event holders will still be 
significant clientele, but the Lodge will also cater to birders, paddlers, history enthusiasts, transient 
vacationers, and a variety of other markets.  Each of these market segments will have renewed or 
new interest in the facility.   Each group will fall into one or more of the following categories: 1) 
overnight, 2) day guests/tours only, and 3) special-event.  
 Tourism is a unique industry in that the customer is required go to the source of the product in 
order to purchase it.  Marketing is thereby an essential tool for the travel and tourism industry 
because it is the function that brings customers to the destination.  Based on the cost of operations 
for Mattamuskeet Lodge, the population of Hyde County alone is not large enough to sustain the 
revenue necessary to maintain the facility.  Therefore it is critical to create a large enough appeal for 
travelers to the region, state, and nation to visit the lodge.  Providing a variety of activities at the 
Lodge and Refuge can create new interest.  Targeted marketing tactics are also essential to creating 
and sustaining appeal for the lodge over an extended period of time.  This section provides an 
overview of  
 
 
General Tourism Statistics for the U.S., North Carolina and Hyde County 
 

According to the Travel Industry Association of America, most travel in the US is made-up 
of short trips, with 51% of trips having no over-night, 29% last 1-2 nights, 15% last 3-6 nights, and 
5% last 7 or more nights.   Of the trips that do include an overnight, 53% are in hotels, motels, or 
bed and breakfasts (B&B).  The average hotel, motel, or B&B patron stays 3.2 nights.   About 20% 
of domestic household trips include children, and 36% consist of solo adult trips (TIA 2007). 
Although it will be difficult to cater to such a large variety of interested parties, it is imperative to 
understand the profile of the “average” U.S. traveler before taking a closer look at niche audiences. 
The Travel Industry Association also notes that the average American traveler is 46 years old.  
Additional characteristics include:   

 70% are married, 16% are single or never married, and 14% are divorced or widowed 
 39% hold a college degree, and 17% have some level of graduate school 
 67% are employed; 14% are retired 
 36% have children in the family 
 the average annual household income is $70,200; the median is $62,900 (2008). 
Tourism is an undeniably powerful economic tool in North Carolina.  Over 45 million people 

visit North Carolina every year, generating more than $16.5 billion in revenue.  Tourism directly 
employs 190,000 North Carolina residents, with a total payroll of $4 billion (NC Division of 
Tourism, Film, and Sports Development, 2008).  Of the $16.5 billion, Hyde County produced 
$28.46 million in revenue in 2006 from tourism.  As noted by the NC Division of Tourism, Film, 
and Sports Development: 
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 Domestic tourism in Hyde County generated an economic impact of $28.46 million in 2006. This was a 
3.5% increase from 2005. 

 In 2006, Hyde County ranked 69 in travel impact among North Carolina's 100 Counties. 
 More than 410 jobs in Hyde County were directly attributable to travel and tourism. 
 Travel generated a $5.93 million payroll in the county in 2006. 
 State and local tax revenues from travel to Hyde County amounted to $2.99 million. This represents a 

$542.55 tax saving to each county resident. 
The following is a list of general marketing strategies applicable to all markets that should be 
implemented prior to the opening of the Lodge. 
 
 
Time Sensitive Marketing Strategies  
 
Develop a Mattamuskeet Lodge website 

The web domain should be purchased and registered immediately (mattamuskeetlodge.com).  
This will prevent another company from registering the website prior to the WRC and be able to 
charge the WRC for rights to use the domain name.  The website should be published and 
operational no later than spring of 2009. Once the website is operational the facility management 
should frequently update the website with construction photos, opening plans, and upcoming 
events.  To promote the website the link should be made available from the NC WRC homepage 
ncwildlife.org.  Crosslinks should be created with partner agencies, particularly the NC Division of 
Tourism’s website VisitNC.com.  Nearly half (44%) of travelers use the internet for travel planning, 
and one-third (31%) use the internet to make travel reservations (TIA 2004), so it is important that 
the website is accurate, up to date, and user-friendly.  The website should also include an interactive 
calendar of dates the Lodge is already reserved for special events as well as a “Frequently Asked 
Questions” (FAQs) section with information about the loge and its markets (hunter, birders, etc).  
When possible, translate the website into multiple languages (Division of Tourism 2008). 
 
Plan for a familiarization tour for travel media 

Approximately three months before the grand opening, authors from magazines, 
newspapers, travel blogs, and wildlife-focused television programs should be invited to the Lodge.  
They should experience all the Lodge has to offer: over-night stays, meals, and tours, whether 
operated by the lodge or by contracted tour operators.  Media representatives should be from the 
following target markets: Travel and Tourism, sportsmen, outdoor recreationalists, birders, wedding 
planners, etc. 
 
Inventory WRC programs for cross-marketing opportunities 

The WRC should create an assets inventory of recreation programs already provided to draw 
increased visitors to Mattamuskeet Lodge.  Examples of programs are Becoming an Outdoors 
Woman, Fish for Fun, Hunter Safety Classes, Hunter Heritage Workshops, and Wildlife 
Photography are just a few of the variety of programs the WRC can incorporate into Mattamuskeet 
Lodge programming.  Furthermore the WRC has a lottery system to hunt the refuge; winners of this 
lottery could be offered special rates and packages at the Lodge. 
 
Develop advertising initiatives 
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Mattamuskeet Lodge will be required to budget advertising expenditures into its financial 
operations plan.  Monies will come from lodge revenues and will not be budgeted from WRC funds.  
In the lodge’s first year it is our recommendation to maximize creative means of free or low-cost 
advertising.    Wildlife In North Carolina (WINC), the magazine produced by the WRC, should do a 
feature article on the re-opening of the Lodge.  It could highlight and celebrate past WINC articles 
on Mattamuskeet including the January 1986 issue.    
 
Create incentives for groups 
The first step in this process is to identify the targeted markets.  Students, professionals, hunters, 
birders are examples of groups to which the Lodge can focus successful marketing campaigns.  
Some examples of incentives are group rates (which should not drop below the breakeven point for 
the Lodge to operate during their stay), tour discounts, and coupons for local restaurants.  
 
Brand the Lodge 

To brand the lodge it will be important to conduct market research.  By definition brand is a 
name, term, sign, symbol, design, or combination of these elements that is intended to identify the 
goods or services of a seller and differentiate them from those of competitors  (Kotler, Bowen, & 
Makens, 2003).   Branding is among the most difficult marketing tools to accomplish.  The following 
article is an outstanding how to resource in branding a location. 

Hem, L., & Iversen, N. (2004).   How to develop a destination brand logo: A qualitative and 
quantitative approach.  Scandinavian Journal of Hospitality and Tourism, 4(2), 83-105. 

 
Positioning 

Conducting a position analysis will facilitate determining the lodge’s market position.  
Surveys should be conducted from surrounding communities (for example:  survey communities 
within a half days drive to determine the position of the lodge as a short holiday).  Future research 
will need to be conducted to determine the lodge’s current market position. 
 The WRC should have their GIS biologists work with the Center for Geographic 
Information and Analysis of NC DENR to ensure that GIS maps of Mattamuskeet Refuge and 
Hyde county are easily accessible.  The WRC could also place geocaches around the Lodge and add 
their information to http://www.geocaching.com/.  The Mattamuskeet Lodge website should 
include links to the interactive game lands maps available on the WRC website.  Furthermore the 
WRC should go ahead and place Mattamuskeet Lodge on Google maps.  Potential visitors to the 
Outer Banks using Google Maps will see Mattamuskeet Lodge and a note that it will be open to the 
public in 2010 (Jamie Hammerman, personal communication, 2008).  This will result in free 
advertising in preparation of opening.   
 
Develop packages with other regional assets 
According to the National Tour Association, packaged travel accounts for 27 percent of hotel 
business, 29% of attraction business, 19% of restaurant business, and 43% of motorcoach business. 
(South Carolina Department of Parks, Recreation and Tourism 2004). 

One of the most important tools to be utilized will be to aspects of tourism planning is to 
develop tourism packages including other regional tourist attractions. Creating packages for guests 
to include lodging, meals, and some of the opportunities which will be contracted with the Lodge 
(ex guided hunts, birding tours, boat rentals, etc) will make a planning more convenient for the guest 
and their experience more complete, fun and well-rounded. 
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The assets currently available on mainland Hyde County are discussed in Appendix D: 
Mainland Hyde County Appendix.  There are seven restaurants and ten lodging facilities on the 
mainland. The county boasts both Lake Mattamuskeet Wildlife Refuge and Swan Quarter Wildlife 
Refuge.  There are five prominent historic attractions as well as ten retail stores in the area.  There 
are nine hunting guide services, four fishing guide services, and four sportsmen outfitters.   

Packages should also be developed with businesses on Ocracoke Island.  These options 
could include partnering with other lodges in Ocracoke where for a set price they would receive 
lodging in Ocracoke, a round-trip ferry ticket, and one to two nights stay at Mattamuskeet Lodge. 

A Regional Assets Inventory (RAI) is a compilation of the assets within an area including 
superstructure to serve tourists (restaurants, hotels, stores, etc) as well as community essentials 
(hospitals, fire stations, banks).  An RAI for Hyde and surrounding counties has been provided on 
CD in Appendix S.  This document should be provided to Lodge managers for future planning.  
Additionally, and inventory of Hyde County assets should be maintained by Lodge managers.  

Maintaining an RAI for Hyde County will help Lodge managers to research and monitor the 
Lodge’s impacts on the county. With increased travelers to the area, other assets such as hospitals 
and police may need to expand as well. 
 If the WRC opts to contract a management company, the company will be responsible for 
creating and maintaining these packages.  The WRC should illustrate to management companies that 
these types of packages will be expected. 
 
Collect secondary data on relevant travel markets 

Statistics about the average U.S. traveler imply that they are educated and likely have 
discretionary income.  However it is important to analyze past markets of Mattamuskeet Lodge and 
to investigate those groups who will likely be interested in it in the future.     
 
Begin partnering with the NC Division of Tourism, Film and Sports Development 

Meet with the NC Division of Tourism 
(http://www.nccommerce.com/en/TourismServices/) to establish a partnership for marketing the 
lodge and to gain additional suggestions for marketing; explore their cooperative marketing 
programs to determine the initiatives right for the targeted audiences and operational budget.  
Likewise, contact North Carolina NorthEast (http://www.ncnortheast.info/) to tap into their well-
established network of tourism programs and professionals. 
 
Additional to these “immediate” tasks, the list below suggests other basic tactics used to reach thee 
general traveler market: 

o Enhance Lodge brand and positioning by promoting assets of the county as a nature and 
heritage-based vacation spot 

o Develop marketing outreach materials; such as brochures, maps, website that promote 
the must sees and things to do 

o Maximize promotional efforts by creating press releases, articles, and an image library of 
the Lodge and refuge 

o Advertise the “kid-friendly” programs in the Lodge: environmental education, kayak 
rentals, wildlife viewing 

o Work with nationally-recognized travel media: The Travel Channel, National Geographic 
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Marketing Strategies Specific to Eastern North Carolina (Internal Marketing): 
 
The following marketing strategies have been adopted from tourism plans written for Pamlico, 
Montgomery, and Edgecombe counties.  These plans were all written under the guidance of NCSU 
Tourism Extension within the past two years.  These strategies will also strengthen INTERNAL 
MARKETING of Mattamuskeet Lodge visibility, image and use within the county and region. 
 
Inform Hyde County Citizens of Lodge Activities and Benefits 
  Educating the community about the tourism process is essential to have community support.  
It is critical for the community to hold realistic expectations of the effects of increased tourism.  
Getting information into the hands of the residents is a key component to their involvement in the 
process.  Two mechanisms of information distribution can be utilized: Publications and Internet. 
 Publications include flyers, brochures, and newsletters, all which can be sent out monthly, bi-
monthly, or semi-annually. Flyers can be posted at kiosks, community centers, restaurants, stores 
and other gathering places.   

Benefits: This is great way to get information out to all populations in a community because it 
is available to those who may not have access to the Internet.  It is a tangible item that 
residents can hold onto and share with each other 
Deterrents: It costs money to print and copy publications. It can be a slower process in getting 
information in the hands of residents and harder to make changes once printed. 
 

Internet mechanisms include: designated websites, message boards, links off of Chamber of 
Commerce website, and a designated email list serve. 

Benefits: Useful because it is a low to no cost method; updating information online is quicker 
and easier. 
Deterrents: Not everyone has access to computers or Internet that excludes important sectors 
of the population 
 

However, raising awareness and gathering support is best done through assorted methods in order 
to reach the broadest range of citizens.  In addition to publications and the use of the internet, the 
following are other ways of reaching community members: 

 Town Meetings 
 Focus Groups 
 Surveys 
 Discussions on local radio programs 

 
Materials and programs must be available and provided to the community to answer questions and 
citizens must know where to find information. 
 
Organize workshops, conferences and training opportunities.  

Offer workshops and other training opportunities to residents for individual and 
professional development.  These training opportunities could be for a number of skills such as 
hospitality training to entrepreneurship skills and how to fund a small business.  A partnership with 
the local community college to provide these opportunities would also foster community support.  
Training and mentoring programs for small businesses and entrepreneurs are cited repeatedly in 
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entrepreneurship development literature (Kline, 2007).  Most importantly, these workshops and 
classes give the locals the chance to become competitive in the market and meet the demand of their 
specific market so that local companies will continue to be in control without outsourcing. 
Examples of these could be marketing on a shoestring, sustainable business ethics, land use policy or 
hospitality training.  NC Cooperative Extension Service now has a hospitality curriculum- Please 
contact Stacy Tomas for more information about potentially setting up local training sessions. 
 
Each year, partner with the Chamber to organize and host an Internal Familiarization (FAM) Tour for residents of 
the region, tourism stakeholders, elected officials and regional media.   

It is common for citizens to be unfamiliar with their own community resources.  
Surprisingly, this can include the elected officials, city/county administration and the tourism 
industry leaders themselves.  Internal FAM tours are well worth the cost and effort put into 
planning.  The payoff is a more knowledgeable citizen base, a better community self-image, an 
increased buy-in to the tourism industry, and positive public relations for the Lodge, and better 
cross-marketing efforts. 
 Create at least one FAM tour of Hyde County for tourism stakeholders, community leaders 

and county officials. These tours should be held annually.  
 Create a FAM tour solely for city and county government officials.  Send out invitations to 

increase the ‘exclusivity’ of the event. Although the impact of tourism is beginning to be 
seen, some government officials still don’t understand the many dimensions of tourism and 
the county’s assets. 

 
Engage in revitalization efforts in Hyde County towns. 

Beautification projects are a way to utilize citizens who want to participate in volunteer work 
while also improving the aesthetic value of the community.  While the Lodge is located within the 
Refuge, the success of the Lodge’s reopening is inter-linked with the successful growth of tourism 
within the entire county.  Having lively towns within the county will greatly increase the charm of 
the region to visitors and expand the economy and quality of life for current residents.  

Examples of beautification projects that would enhance revitalization efforts would be tree 
planting, downtown clean up, community workdays or trail maintenance.  Community organizations, 
such as scout groups, Kiwanis or church youth groups, are a great way to expand the effort.  It could 
be beneficial to invite both residents and visitors to participate together in these activities.  Some 
visitors like to give back to the communities they visit (see SAVE Market in Appendices F). 
 Other beautification projects include improving gateways so that visitors know when they 

have entered the county.  There is funding available for this through the NC Department of 
Transportation Enhancements Funds found at 
www.dot.state.nc.us/planning/development/enhancement/program.  Downtown 
revitalization is another element that can be improved by beautification projects.  Many good 
programs have been established by the NC Rural Economic Development Center that 
focuses on small communities.  Some of their programs that the county could tap into 
include the Small Towns Initiative and the Building Reuse and Restoration Grants Program.  
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 Outside funding and community volunteerism is a powerful combination to impact 
downtown areas. Landscaping and street lighting are other investments in creating a more 
aesthetically pleasing town. Also creating flags or banners customized for the down town 
areas create a sense of community. 

Understand the Uses of Occupancy Tax 
In 2007, Hyde County collected 397,214 in occupancy tax revenue.  Just under $40,000 

($39,721) went to the county while $357,493 went to operate the Hyde County Tourism 
Development Authority.  Most of the hotel occupancy occurs on Ocracoke, so it is natural to gear 
marketing efforts towards the area bringing in the occupancy revenue.  WRC should work closely 
with the Chamber/TDA to find and leverage funds to market Mattamuskeet Lodge.  One of the 
long-term goals in tourism development for Hyde would be to increase the occupancy tax revenue 
generated on mainland Hyde, from the Lodge, from current lodging establishment and from 
subsequently built establishments.  

Additionally, examine how other rural or coastal counties utilize their occupancy tax 
revenue. Advocate for investing a small portion of occupancy tax dollars to creating new tourism 
initiatives and in marketing efforts. Create programs that would allow non-profit organizations or 
public agencies to apply for small grants ($500-$1,000) to create infrastructure that would be enjoyed 
by visitors as well as residents. Consider lobbying for new legislation increasing the occupancy tax 
rate.  

 
Assimilate an inventory of county artists.  

Having a list of artists categorized by art form will ease arts events planning, communication 
with artists, and potentially provide additional exposure for the artists if they are listed online. 
Examples of artist registries include:  

http://www.handmadeinamericacraftregistry.org/artists/artists.php 
http://www.blueridgeheritage.com/directory_about.asp 

Additionally, partner with the Hyde County Arts Council and all levels of schools to hold a county-
wide photography contest representing different themes relative to the county: agricultural, natural 
resources, architecture, etc.  The goal is to generate excitement about the heritage assets of the county 
that might otherwise seem “ordinary” to a resident.  When a community is excited about their own 
assets and heritage, it shows through to the visitors and the enthusiasm spreads. 

 
 
Niche Markets for Mattamuskeet Lodge 
 
Mattamuskeet Lodge will appeal to a variety of niche markets including: 

o Hunters 
o Anglers 
o Wildlife Watchers 
o Birders 
o Paddlers 
o Current Refuge Visitors 
o Ecotourists 
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o Horseback Riders 
o Bicyclists 
o Weddings 
o Retreats 
o Reunions 
o Heritage Tourists 
o Visiting Friends and Relatives (VFRs) 
o Ferry Riders 
o Visitors to the Outer Banks 
o Restaurant Guests 
o Youth 
o Assisted Living Trips 
o Geographical Markets 

 
Planning market seasons so that multiple users will likely be the largest challenge of Lodge 
operations.  Below is a snapshot of user groups and their probable visitation season. 
 

Niche Markets Target Seasons 
 

 J F M A M J J A S O N D 
             
Hunters: bear               
Hunter: waterfowl                  
Outdoor Recreationalists                      
Birders                
Photography Groups                   
SAVE Market                      
             
Heritage Tourists                     
             
Business Meetings                 
Retreats                 
             
Day Tours / Day stop for tour operators                   
Youth Day Trips                        
Assisted Living Trips                 
Restaurant guests                         
Current/projected residents of Inner Banks                
             
Current Visitor Markets to the Outter Banks                     
Ferry Riders                    
Transients - upscale adults overnight                      
Other Geographic Markets (50 mile, 100 mile, etc)                
             
Weddings                  
Family reunions                 
Visiting Friends and Relatives (VFR)                   
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Appendix F : Marketing Strategies for Niche Markets, outlines specific strategies to target each niche 
market.  Additionally, Appendix G: Lodge Records 1996-2000 illustrates which markets utilized the 
Lodge under the management of Partnerships for the Sounds and in what capacity.  And finally, 
Appendix U: National Tourism Trends provides summary data on a number of markets not 
described in this plan. 
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Lodge Operations 
 
To respect the heritage of the building, the funds provided by the General Assembly, and the trust 
of the people of Hyde County, it is absolutely essential that Lodge operations are planned, feasible, 
and understood by all of the parties mentioned above.  Below are suggestions for managing 
operations to the end of financial stability, sound legal standing, responsible property administration, 
maximum guest experience, and for nurturing community involvement, support and collaboration. 
 
 
Management Options  
 
The North Carolina Wildlife Resources Commission must carefully analyze how they would like to 
manage the facility, grounds and programming at the Lodge.  The Employment section below has 
been written under the assumption that Mattamuskeet Lodge employees will be WRC employees.  
However, other (and arguably better) options are available.  Contracting with a hotel management 
company would reduce the dependency on WRC funding, staffing and management expertise for 
the Lodge.  Legal reasons this would be beneficial are discussed in the Legal Considerations section.  
Additionally hiring a management company would align with the historic traditions of the building.  
During the Lodge’s time as a hunting lodge, the USFWS hired concessionaires to manage all 
operations in the building (Nell Cox, personal communication, 2008).  Although this alone is 
perhaps not a sound reason for the WRC to consider concessionaires, it is an added opportunity for 
local Hyde county-based organizations to benefit economically from the Lodge operations. 

One management option is to contract a private hotel management company to handle the 
front desk, sales and marketing, housekeeping and maintenance functions.  The National Park 
Service may be a model to emulate – they allow concessioners to manage lodges within their parks.  
According to Katie Levy from Aramark, contracting with a hotel management company is beneficial 
because the management company will incur all fees for operations designated in the contract and 
also will pay a percentage of the revenues back to the state (Levy, 2008).  Aramark and Forever 
Resorts are examplys of locations that manage hotels for the national parks service.  Not all hotel 
management companies operate the same, therefore a consise contract must be written detailing 
what services the WRC wants provided. The percentage of profits would need to be specifically 
outlined in the management contract.   

Another option would be contract with a non-profit to manage the building.  Two likely 
candidates would be Partnership for the Sounds (PfS) and the Mattamuskeet Foundation.  
Partnership for the Sounds is an organization dedicated to utilizing heritage assets as an economic 
benefit through tourism.  It receives money from the State of North Carolina, and has an established 
history of managing the Lodge.  The Mattamuskeet Foundation, under the guidance of Dr. Lewis 
Forrest, has spent many years raising funds and awareness for the Lodge, and has shown a great deal 
of commitment to the future success of the Lodge and the county as a whole.  In addition Dr. 
Forrest has extensive professional experience in hospitality planning and operations.  A non-profit, 
just like a private management company, would be required to submit a bid to the RFP process. 
Further information about PfS and The Mattamuskeet Foundation can be found under Appendix I: 
Notes from Interview with Annette Gibbs, and Appendix J: Notes from Interview with Dr. Lewis 
Forrest.  
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 A third option would be for WRC staff to manage all lodge operations of the Lodge.  The 
table below summarizes the key issues for each of these three options. 
 

Issues to Consider Under Various Operations Management Scenarios 
 
 Management by WRC 

Employees 
Management by a Private 

Company 
Management by a  

Non-profit Organization 
Fiscal Issues Because the agency is 

dependent on General 
Assembly budget approval 
and general state government 
spending guidelines, the 
WRC budget may not have 
provisions for unexpected 
expenses at the end of the 
fiscal year. 

WRC may want to specify 
previous financial success as 
a requirement by any private 
company bidding in the 
RFP. 

Possibility that a non-
profit may not be able to 
afford large expenses. 

Legal Issues Increased liability for the 
agency.  Possible conflict 
with the Umstead Act. 

Primary liability would 
belong to management 
company.  Contract would 
need to require WRC listed 
as third-party insurance 

WRC contract would need 
to specify that non-profit 
can afford legal 
representation and 
exceptional insurance.  
Contract would need to 
require WRC listed as 
third-party insurance 

Human 
Resource Issues 

Skills sets of current WRC 
employees may not match 
those needed for successful 
Lodge operations. It is 
extremely expensive to train 
new employees.  Turnover 
can increase training costs. 

Managers would have the 
necessary experience for 
administering overall 
programs as well as 
experience training front 
line staff in necessary skills 
and protocol. 

Interested non-profits 
may not already have paid 
staff, and therefore no 
established system for 
payroll, benefits, etc.  
Establishing such systems 
could delay Lodge 
opening 

Cultural Issues May meet hesitation from 
local residents to have a state 
agency take-over a local 
facility. 

May be difficult to find 
company willing to make 
the investment/ take the 
financial risk in such a rural 
setting. 

A locally-based non-profit 
would be knowledgeable 
about the county culture 
and lodge history and 
have an established 
relationship with the 
community. 

Marketing Issues WRC does not have an 
annually-appropriated budget 
for Mattamuskeet Lodge 
expenses, which will be vital 
to advertising 

It would need to be 
expressly stated in the 
contract that heritage 
markets (sportsman) must 
take precedence over other, 
possibly more lucrative 
markets during specific 

It would need to be 
expressly stated in the 
contract that heritage 
markets (sportsman) must 
take precedence over 
other, possibly more 
lucrative markets during 
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sporting seasons. specific sporting seasons. 
 

 
The Umstead Act 

Assuming that the WRC will solicit bids from hotel management companies to coordinate 
the operations of the Lodge, it will important that the WRC consider the following steps to avoid 
conflict with the Umstead Act: 

1. The WRC should identify the parameters of the operations contract and what the role WRC 
will play in the overall and day-to day-operations of the lodge.   

2. Once the WRC has drafted the contract fand the roles of the WRC are determined, the 
WRC will need to determine which provision(s) in the Umstead act relate to the Lodge’s 
situation.   

3. Once they have identified the provision(s), the WRC should approach Senator Basnight 
about amending the Umstead Act to ensure that the Lodge can operate successfully, legally 
and appropriately. 

4. Once the Umstead Act is amended the contract can be open for bids and a suitable hotel 
management company can be contracted to run the Lodge. 
 

Request for Proposal and Contracting Process for Mattamuskeet Lodge 
The purpose of the hotel management contract outline is to provide WRC with a 

comprehensive financial direction.  Based on the information provided in this plan, the WRC will be 
able to implement the best course of action for the operational management of Mattamuskeet 
Lodge.  The steps below assume compliance with the Umstead Act and/or its future amendments. 
 
Step 1:  The state agency needs to determine the parameters of the contract.  Due diligence must be 
applied during this step in the process.  The contract should include all operational and management 
functions that the state wants the contracting company to oversee, as well as the level of influence 
that WRC wishes on pricing, marketing and employment decisions.  It will need to include internal 
and external facilities maintenance of the Lodge. 
 
Step 2:  The state agency will open the contract for bidding.  Potential contracting agencies will 
determine if it will be profitable or not to run the facility.  If the contract is viable to the business 
they will submit their bid. 
 
Step 3:  The state agency determines which bid is most conducive to operating the facility.  Most 
contracting agencies that work with state and national parks cover all operations costs and pay a 
percentage of revenue to the state.  Other contracting agencies, mostly hotel chains, charge fees to 
operate facilities.  It depends on the original contract posted by the state agency. 
 

Source: Katie Levy, Aramark, 2008 
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Employment 
 
There will be three categories of employees for Mattamuskeet Lodge: full-time, part-time, and need-
based.  Full-time and part-time staff should have set, standard hours whereas need-based employees 
should have varied hours based on lodge occupancy, programs and confirmed events.  This variety 
of employee schedules will allow flexibility of staffing during different seasons.  Please note that this 
section is written with the premise that WRC employees would fill each of these positions.  If an 
external private or non-profit management entity were to manage the Lodge operations, that entity 
would determine their own staffing levels. 
 Part-time staff should have consistent hours, and their key responsibilities would be the 
same as the full-time staff members. Part-time staff will include: Maintenance staff, Housekeepers a Sous 
Chef, Night Auditor, and Waitstaff. A sample weekly schedule for the staff has been created on an 
Excel sheet and provided to the WRC in Appendix H. 
 

Recommended Staffing for Mattamuskeet Lodge 
 

 Number of Full-time 
staff needed 

Number of part-time 
staff needed 

Number of need-based 
staff on call 

General Manager* 1 1  
Lodge Manager 1   
Assistant Lodge 
Manager 

1   

Executive Chef / 
Kitchen Manager 

1   

Front Desk 
Receptionist 

4 2  

Marketing and Sales 
Director 

1   

Night Auditor 1 1  
Housekeepers 2 2  
Maintenance Workers  2  
Sous Chef  2  
Waitstaff  2 4 
Kennel Staff   3 
Special Events Staff   6 
Lodge Tour Guides   10 
Environmental 
Educators 

2  2 

 
*In the event that WRC employs an external agency to manage the Lodge operations, the General Manager should be 
a full-time WRC employee well vested in the WRC organizational system.  
 
In the event that the WRC does contract an external management organization, they should retain 
environmental educators who are WRC staff in the building.  This will ensure the WRC is adequately 
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represented to the public through programming and educational events, and through physically 
seeing staff in the WRC uniform.  Many North Carolinians are not familiar with the WRC, and of 
those that are many are under the impression that hunting and fishing regulations are the WRC’s 
only responsibility.  Having environmental educators in Mattamuskeet Lodge will increase WRC 
visibility and promote public awareness of the array of WRC objectives. 

Each position naturally requires a specialized skill set.  For example, the skill set needed for 
lodging management include: understanding of and hotel rates, reservations systems and booking 
projection strategies, office inventory control, budgeting, hospitality, basic interpretation of cultural 
and historic events of Hyde county, and general marketing.  To help identify the needed skills for 
each position, job descriptions for all staff are provided in Appendix K: Job Descriptions. 
 
 
Facility Maintenance/Management 
 
A number of responsibilities fall under the care of the building, grounds and physical property of the 
Lodge.  Included in this section are considerations for housekeeping, maintenance and repairs, and 
landscaping. 
 
Housekeeping 
 Guests can expect to have their room vacuumed, bathroom cleaned, linens refreshed and 
bed made daily.  Housekeeping, along with the Maintenance staff, are responsible for the public 
perception of the care and preservation of the Lodge.  The following is a task list for the 
housekeeping staff.  It is meant to be suggestive rather than exhaustive: 

 Clean guest room and public area floors, 
 Ensure photos and artifacts are dusted and in good condition, 
 Routinely tidy public restrooms, and  
 Keep clean public areas such as guest laundry facility, environmental education classrooms, 

stairways, and reception area. 
 
Housekeeping tasks should be identified as daily, weekly, monthly and periodic and assigned by 
shift.  Periodic jobs might be contracted with an external firm and would include window washing, 
power-washing of signs and walkways, repainting and floor refinishing.  
 
Facility maintenance, repairs, cleanliness & safety  

A Maintenance Manual needs to be written nine to twelve months prior to opening.  This 
manual should specifically outline all of the housekeeping, maintenance and repairs, safety, and 
landscaping standards that will be expected of employees. If contracted, the management company 
would be responsible for maintaining the facility to hotel industry and state standards. 

A course from NC State’s Department of Parks, Recreation and Tourism Management 
(PRTM) called Principles of Recreation Planning and Facility Development (course number PRT 451) 
focuses on teaching students how to write facility management plans and manuals; the culminating 
project for this course is a plan based on a real-life facility.  The WRC could partner with PRTM and 
utilize student expertise to create this document.  In the past, this course has been offered each 
semester.  With an anticipated Lodge opening scheduled for early 2010, the manual should be 
prepared in the Spring semester of 2009. 
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The maintenance staff must be organized and prepared, practicing preventative maintenance 
rather than reactive maintenance.  Public safety must be their number one priority.  They are also 
directly involved with the visual perception of the building (e.g. a missing air conditioning register 
may make guests think the building is not well-maintained).  In addition, the maintenance staff needs 
to ensure that their standard operations are as ecologically sound as possible (Warren, Rea, and 
Payne, 2007).   
 
Landscaping & invasive species control on 6.25 acres 
 A building’s exterior image is the first impression a visitor will receive.  Fantastic 
programming and management could be easily overshadowed by poor exterior upkeep.  
Management of Mattamuskeet Lodge should prepare specific guidelines for how the 6.25 acres are 
to be landscaped.  Wildlife-friendly plant species which are native to North Carolina, such as 
American Beautyberry (Callicarpaamericana), Strawberrybush (Euonymus Americana), and Red Buckeye 
(Aesculuspavia,) should be used when developing landscaping plans around the building.  Staff should 
be trained on how to identify non-native, invasive species such as Tree-of-Heaven (Ailanthus 
altissima), Mimosa (Albiziajulibrissan), and Autumn Olive (Elaeagnusumbellata) and instructed to remove 
them on sight.  Again, partnering with NC State’s Landscape Architecture Department would be 
prudent; students engage in real-life landscape planning in a number of class studios.  Planning the 
landscaping for the grounds should also be done nine to twelve months prior to the public opening 
to allow time for implementing the landscaping ideas. 
 
Staff Communication 
 With the variety of activities, programs, and visitors expected at the Lodge, communication 
and cooperation between staff members will be essential.  Management should clearly outline what 
should be done when varying Lodge activities conflict with each other.  For example, environmental 
educators need to communicate with the maintenance crew to ensure that they are not planning on 
mowing the lawn at the same time the educators are planning an outdoor program (Warren, Rea, 
and Payne, 2007).   Weekly staff meetings are recommended to ensure the operations of all staff 
members are in sync.  
 
 
Financial Considerations  
 
Hiring a management company will decrease the Lodge’s financial dependency on the WRC.  As a 
state agency the WRC is founded on a fiscal year.  Therefore if unexpected expenses (ex the toilets 
break) occur during the end of the budget cycle, it is possible there would not be funding to make 
the repairs.  Contracting a management company whose income is not annually allocated would 
ensure continuous and dependable year-round funding for the facility.  Annual budget items from 
WRC or from management company will include: 

o Estimated costs – staff, utilities, insurance, contracted services, building maintenance 
o Anticipated revenue generated 
o Recommended prices: tours, rooms with & without private bathrooms, special 

events, laundry services, food, kennel services, etc 
o Marketing Costs 
o Economic Impact Analysis 

Specific financial considerations are outlined in the Lodge Financials section. 
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Legal Considerations  
 
According to the Umstead Act (G.S. 66-58), government agencies cannot operate facilities that will 
compete with private businesses.  To avoid competing with local businesses, the WRC could 
contract another organization to manage the Lodge, removing it from direct operations.  According 
to general statute 113-305: 

 
“The Wildlife Resources Commission is empowered to enter into cooperative agreements with public and 
private agencies and individuals respecting the matters governed in this Subchapter. Pursuant to such 
agreements the Wildlife Resources Commission may expend funds, assign employees to additional duties 
within or without the State, assume additional responsibilities, and take other actions that may be required 
by virtue of such agreements, in the overall best interests of the conservation of wildlife resources.”   
 

Request for Proposals 
 Before contracting a management company a Request for Proposals (RFP) will need to be 
opened for bid.  This will be an opportunity for interested companies and organizations to make 
bids to manage the Lodge.  The WRC attorney who represents the agency at the Attorney General’s 
office will need to ensure the bid aligns carefully with the WRC’s best interest.   Before preparing the 
RFP, the WRC needs to carefully evaluate their objectives and write the RFP so that only 
management companies who can meet those goals will be eligible to receive the bid. The RFP must 
numerically definable and otherwise measurable goals.  The WRC should consider speaking to large 
companies, such as Forever Resorts, who do these contracts regularly.  Speaking to hotel-
management companies who would not be interested may even be beneficial, as they can offer 
unbiased opinions of additional considerations the WRC should make (see the list of companies 
offered on the Web at: 
http://edirectory.hotelmotel.com/index.cgi?final_cat1=9&final_cat2=250&final_cat3=2190&cat1_
2=9&cat2_2=250&cat3_2=2190&search_type=&search=search&min=140&max=160&offset=140
.  The management company should be contracted no later than one year prior to opening the 
building to the public. 
 
Contracted Relationships 
 The WRC should ensure that their attorneys carefully consider activities that occur around 
the building as well, such as tours contracted with other companies and kayak rentals, and create 
appropriate liability waivers for participants. 
 
Insurance 
 Contracting a management organization, whether is a private company or a non-profit, will 
decrease WRC spending and liability.  Having private insurance in addition to the state insurance will 
increase liability protection to the WRC as well as to the employees at the Lodge. The RFP and 
management contract would require the management company to have extensive liability insurance 
that includes the WRC as a third party.  Although the WRC has sovereign immunity, this additional 
insurance will increase protection to the agency. The Defensive Employees Act states that the 
Attorney General’s office can represent (defend) any state employee.  Having additional insurance in 
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addition to the protection of the Defensive Employees Act will benefit WRC employees in the 
Lodge. 
 
Serving of Alcohol 
 Another issue to consider is alcohol.  State buildings are typically not permitted to sell and 
sometimes even serve alcohol on the premises.  However the WRC could work to receive a special 
dispensation to sell alcohol.  The agency should pursue legislation that allows alcohol in the Lodge.  
Specific and stringent rules should be posted and implemented in the building (e.g. no alcohol 
allowed in the observation tower).   
 
Partnerships 
 
Expanding and nurturing partnerships will be critical to marketing, maintaining community relations, 
providing outstanding programs, controlling costs and maximizing revenue.  It is important that 
these partnerships are official, documented, and maintained. Cross-links should be provided 
between the Mattamuskeet Lodge website and partner websites.  The Lodge and partner groups 
should hold shared events as well as packaging options. 
 Partnering can differentiate you from your competition, impact a specific market segment, 
create merchandising opportunities, demonstrate product attributes, and drive sales (TIA 1999).  It 
is important within business partnerships to protect your brand integrity, assure goals and objectives 
are compatible with partners, ensure you can afford what you set out to do, and track results (TIA 
1999). 
 
Revenue Partnerships 
 Revenue-generating partnerships will include those with ecotourism guides (including but 
not limited to birding, flora and fauna viewing, nature art, boating, photography), equipment rental 
outfitters (e.g. bicycle, ATV), and guides for hunts and fishing trips.  An attorney should write 
contracts with these services for one-year terms until a track record and relationship is established.  
It is absolutely essential that tour guides and equipment operators are reliable, consistent, and offer a 
quality experience to their guests.  Although the Lodge would not officially operate these services, 
guests will certainly associate them with the Lodge and therefore the WRC. 

Package options should be created that include guided services or equipment with lodging.  
Mattamuskeet Lodge should have a set percentage of user fees that they receive from each guide or 
equipment operator; for example, 10% of every tour fee could be given to Mattamuskeet Lodge.  
Lodge staff should be available to make tour and equipment reservations for guests and even assist 
in marketing the tours. Tour guides should pick up and drop off guests at the lodge after their trip. 

Contracted partnerships should not prevent Lodge guests from being able to participate in 
refuge activities without a guide.  It should also not hinder the environmental educator’s ability to 
incorporate recreational activities in their programs.  For example, paddlers are considered to be a 
future Mattamuskeet Lodge market.  Individuals who are interested in paddling on Lake 
Mattamuskeet should have three options: 1) Participate in a contracted, guided paddling trip, 2) 
Bring their own boat and paddle without a guide, 3) Participate in a WRC environmental education 
program that includes paddling. 
 
Non-revenue Partnerships 
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Partnerships, which do not generate revenue, will increase marketing potential, expand user 
groups, and contribute to the mission of educating the public about the ecological and historic 
significance of Mattamuskeet Lodge.  Certainly partnering with the US Fish and Wildlife Service 
would be a natural collaboration.  For example, during the first week in December the US FWS 
holds special birding tours of the refuge; Mattamuskeet Lodge could be offered at special prices to 
those participating in the tours.  Partnerships with North Carolina universities could include offering 
discount rates to students and faculty, and allowing students to utilize the Lodge for mutually 
beneficial research.  Partnerships with state, regional and local non-profits will also be important.  
During the five years in which Partnership for the Sounds managed the lodge, they contributed 
$800,000 to staffing and repairing the building.  It is important that an official relationship be 
maintained with this group.  Furthermore, The Mattamuskeet Foundation has been essential to 
repairs, legislation, and public knowledge of the building.  Acknowledging their contributions will be 
essential.  Partnering with The NC Division of Tourism, Film and Sports Development will be an 
important for marketing the Lodge. 

 
Connections with Community 
 The re-opening of Mattamuskeet Lodge offers a unique opportunity for a state agency to 
work with local business owners.  One of the primary opportunities of this facility is to encourage the 
growth of local economy.  Despite the fact that tourism and/or small business development may 
seem outside the mission of the agency, it is documented that: 
 Hunting and fishing contributes significantly to the economy and a significant portion of the 

revenue to communities is through tourist hunters and anglers (Southwick Associates, 2008) 
 Ecotourism activities not only bring new revenue streams but promotes within the tourists an 

environmental ethic that helps preserve the very natural surroundings and wildlife habitat that 
the visitors seek to experience 

 Heritage tourism helps preserve a community’s identity by rendering it important to others in a 
monetary fashion – tourists “vote with their pocketbook” by choosing to spend external wealth 
in a community because they want to experience and learn about the history and culture of that 
destination.  This appreciation by travelers also boost’s community pride 

 Developing a burgeoning destination based on its natural and heritage assets raises the 
importance of those assets in the mind of the community who are sometimes jaded from daily 
first-hand experience  
 

The primary objective of WRC - to conserve the wildlife resources of North Carolina and to 
preserve the sportsman heritage - will not succeed in Hyde County unless the interrelated economic 
and cultural values are woven into the operations of the Lodge.  The potential connections that 
WRC might forge with the community through the re-opening of the Lodge include: 

 Work with local companies for contracted services,  
 Hire local employees for reception, restaurant, housekeeping, event, maintenance, and 

environmental education staff or insist that the management company hire a certain 
percentage of its staff from Hyde County residents 

 Hold regular business training for entrepreneurs wishing to engage in tourism 
 Partner with state and county agencies to help deliver training programs  
 Collaborate with the NC Rural Center 
 Offer to host local meetings and events at a slightly discounted rate 
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 Have a special community day 
 Create an Ambassador program where members can join the “Friends of the Lodge” group 

for an annual or lifetime fee and enjoy certain benefits such as discounts in the restaurant, 
free Lodge tour when bringing a visiting friend or relative, a discount in the Lodge gift 
shop…. 

 As part of the environmental education program, collect oral histories about the Lodge and 
the refuge and how they have affected individual lives and families in the county  

 Hold an annual storytelling day at the Lodge where community members come to share 
memories of the Lodge 

 Expand sportsmen-centered activities in Hyde county, including permit hunts, shooting 
ranges, game lands tours, etc. 

 
It is critical that the administrators of Mattamuskeet Lodge host workshops and training 
opportunities on three key curricula: Hospitality, Entrepreneurship, and Interpretation.   Many of 
the ideal programming possibilities, such as guided fishing trips or birding tours, are not currently 
available to the average visitor.  These in-depth and hands-on workshops will provide opportunities 
for local residents to discover what it takes to own and operate their own businesses.  A specific 
section dedicated to Training and a list of potential partners is below. 
 To encourage connections with local businesses, WRC could co-sponsor with the Chamber 
semi-annual economic planning meetings related to the Lodge.  Businesses could meet to discuss 
packaging options, marketing, and guest relations; small business counselors could be on hand to 
hold workshops and offer one-on-one counseling to entrepreneurs.  Additionally, this would 
provide an opportunity for businesses network, and for Lodge staff to learn where to send guests 
looking for particular experiences. 

 The Lodge Tour Guide Training, including the manual, will be another way to encourage 
community involvement. 
 
 
Mattamuskeet Lodge Pre-Opening Timeline 

The following are tasks that will be necessary prior to the public opening of the Lodge.  While the 
timeline is a suggestion, our research has indicated that the following outline will allow for optimum 
planning and preparation time. 

Eighteen (18) Months Prior to Public Opening 
 Draft Request for Proposals (RFP) for management company bids; determine if they will 

handle web design and management for the life of the contract; get sign-off from all levels of 
administration on RFP 

 Draft contract for “Lodge-approved” outfitters and tour guides 
 Draft press release targeted at Hyde and surrounding counties explaining why a management 

company is the best option and the process for selecting them 
 Contact legislative representatives for discussions regarding alcohol sales 
 Develop a “shell” website that offers general information about the Lodge re-opening, 

refurbishment, history and general “plan” for the lodge – not more than one webpage.  
Provide an email link and phone number for folks wanting more information. 
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Fifteen (15) Months Prior to Public Opening 

 Release RFP for management company bids 
 Solicit request through established channels (NC WRC and DENR listservs, Cooperative 

Extension network, regional and state tourism marketers, etc.) for outfitters and guiding 
companies who would like to base tours from the Lodge; hold public forum to answer 
questions 

 Draft press release regarding plan to contract with guides and outfitters aimed at Hyde and 
surrounding counties 

 Plan a two-year schedule for training in entrepreneurship, hospitality and interpretation/ 
certification; begin to line up partners to help 

 Draft a press release announcing the opportunity for entrepreneurship, hospitality and 
interpretation training/ certification through WRC and its partners 

 Post developments and updates to the Lodge website 
 Begin creating tour guiding fact book 
 Develop media materials; i.e. books, pamphlet designs for future production 

 
Twelve (12) Months Prior to Public Opening 

 Have all contracts signed/finalized with management company 
 Have insurance for Lodge in order 
 Announce final schedule for training/ certification programs 
 Work with NCSU Parks, Recreation and Tourism class to draft Maintenance Manual (to 

include facility maintenance, groundskeeping and housekeeping standards and 
responsibilities)* 

 Work with NCSU Landscape Architecture class on landscaping scenarios for the six acre 
grounds 

 Meet with Lynn Minges in the Division of Tourism, as well as other recommended staff, to 
enlist guidance and collaboration in marketing the Lodge and to brainstorm on marketing 
strategies put in place by the Lodge 

 Post developments and updates to the Lodge website 
 Should begin the hiring process; i.e. develop job descriptions 

* a non-issue if management company is the operations route selected 
 
Nine (9) Months Prior to Public Opening 

 Have contracts with outfitters and guides signed and solidified; hold a joint meeting of all 
parties to encourage unity and enthusiasm and to address outfitter/guide concerns 

 Initiate training/ certification programs in collaboration with partners 
 Hold community meetings in each township to address any citizen concerns about re-

opening the Lodge.  Open and frequent communication is key so as not to elevate suspicion, 
rumors, guessing, gossip, slander and questions.  If WRC can afford the staff member, 
appoint a person to monitor a toll-free “Lodge Hotline” during regular business hours to 
receive questions from citizens, elected officials, media or business interests regarding the 
opening and operations of the Lodge. 
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 Make final decision on landscaping; begin implementation; initiate construction contract for 
interpretive signage 

 Post developments and updates to the Lodge website 
 Start booking reservations 

 
Six (6) Months Prior to Public Opening 

 Contact NCSU Tourism Extension to discuss the implementation of economic, social and 
environmental monitoring systems for the first three years of the opening.  This would 
probably need to be a contracted service, supplemented by class projects and graduate and 
undergraduate internships.  

 Post job descriptions for hiring 
 
Three (3) Months Prior to Public Opening 

 Maintenance Manual should be complete and available for employees 
 Install interpretive signage 

 
Six Weeks Prior to Public Opening 

 Invite State of North Carolina dignitaries to stay in the Lodge and enjoy the facilities.  
Because there will only be one opportunity to give this exclusive pre-opening experience, 
two to three weekends might need to be planned.  Obvious invitees include the Governor 
and Lieutenant Governor and their spouses, WRC Commissioners and spouses, key figures 
in NCDENR, NCDCR, and NCDoC, Senator Basnight and family, regional Economic 
Development and Tourism partners. 

 Start training new employees 
 
Five Weeks Prior to Public Opening 
Hold a “Familiarization Weekend” with prominent writers of market-centered magazines, websites, 
newspapers, etc.   Depending on the number of interested parties, this may require 2-3 weekends, 
each which focuses on a specific market: Sportsmen’s Weekend, Wedding Weekend, Outdoor 
Recreation Weekend, etc.  
 
Four Weeks Prior to Public Opening 

 Fix issues that may have been identified by previous guest weekends 
 Post schedules which will be determined by occupancy, events, etc. 

 
Three Weeks Prior to Public Opening 
Host a community pre-opening party and Lodge reunion.  Invite anyone associated with the Lodge 
to come and relate their story (mimicking the 1989 reunion).  Hire local bands to provide music and 
invite local artists to display their work.  Have samples of food items from the restaurant available 
for residents to try and/or also invite local restaurants to set-up food stands. 
 
Two Weeks Prior to Public Opening 
Final cleaning 
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WELCOME and Entertain Guests!!!!!!! 
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Sustainability  
 
 
The definition of sustainable development is "the ability to meet our own needs without prejudicing the ability 
of future generations to meet their own needs” (Rypkema, 2005). A major outcome from the redevelopment 
of Mattamuskeet Lodge is the increase of wealth in Hyde County and the expansion of the county’s 
infrastructure to meet the needs of tourists and residents alike.  To this end, three categories of 
impacts must be considered, monitored and documented during the renovation and operation of 
Mattamuskeet Lodge: economic, ecological, and social.  These impacts will directly felt by the local 
people and wildlife of Hyde County, therefore the Lodge’s practices and policies must be developed 
in a way that positively influences its natural surroundings and the communities within Hyde 
County. 
 
Lodge Impacts on the Community 
 
Economic considerations 
 As stated before, the re-opening of the Lodge must benefit the citizens of Hyde County.  It 
is critical that the Lodge does not create undue competition for local business owners, but rather 
that it increases local tourism and revenue for local entrepreneurs.  The tourism industry typically 
operates under the motto “A Rising Tide Raises All Boats,” meaning that the more an area has to 
offer a visitor, the more visitors the area will attract thus encouraging the overall success of the 
destination’s businesses that offer a moderate to high quality product.  The two groups which will be 
most important to consider are those offering lodging (hotels, motels, and bed and breakfasts) and 
dining.  Lodge staff must be knowledgeable of different amenities and services available in Hyde 
County so that they can recommend to visitors where to eat, sightsee, visit attractions and engage in 
activities.  Staff should be trained how to direct guests to local restaurants, other historic features, 
and other important landmarks. 
 Ways to document the Lodge’s impact on the economy include: 

 Records on business births/expansions subsequent to the Lodge opening 
 Attendance to training workshops offered by the Lodge 
 Records of referrals made by reception staff to other businesses in the county 
 Testimonials of county businesses that have profited from the reopening of the 

Lodge 
 Aggregated revenue figures from Lodge-approved guides and outfitters partners 

 
As Lake Mattamuskeet Wildlife Refuge becomes more popular, the land assets of Hyde county 
residents will increase in value.  Property values increase with close proximity to parks, greenways, 
and streams (Southeast Watershed Forum 2006).  Lodge management should document property 
values before Lodge opening, one year subsequent to Lodge opening, and continue to do so 
annually. 
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Ecological considerations  
 Before the Lodge opening, the WRC should contract an unbiased consulting firm to conduct 
an environmental impact assessment (EIA) and environmental impact statement (EIS). An EIS 
would not only consider the ecological considerations, but would take considerable measures to 
assess the socioeconomic impacts the Lodge will have (Jason Blackwell, personal communication, 
2008).  Based on the US Fish and Wildlife Service’s records of the refuge species, the WRC should 
investigate how increased human traffic will impact these species, especially those which are more 
reclusive, biological indicator species, and those which are threatened and endangered.  Increasing 
human traffic in the area will create noise pollution, habitat disturbance, and potentially increased 
water, land, and air pollution.  It is essential that the WRC, in cooperation with the US FWS, has an 
understanding of potential negative impacts beforehand, and prepares to mitigate if necessary. 
Additionally, monitoring the effects over time of the Lodge visitors on these species will be tied to 
the core of the agency’s mission as well as the public perception of the success of the Lodge re-
opening.  
 WRC should diligently manage the six acres surrounding the lodge to the end of promoting 
the growth of native flora species that benefit wildlife, and should actively remove exotic or invasive 
species.  Interpretive signs educating visitors about the importance of native species as well as 
guidelines on how to interact with them should be prevalent on the portion of the grounds that are 
open to the public. 
 WRC might turn to the NCSU Fish and Wildlife Department to help with ecological 
assessments pertaining to wildlife and habitat.  NCSU’s Department of Parks, Recreation and 
Tourism Management might be interested in partnering through its graduate level course 
Environmental Impacts of Recreation and Tourism (PRT 555).  But certainly, WRC should engage East 
Carolina University’s Center for Sustainable Tourism (http://www.ecu.edu/sustainabletourism/) to 
tap into the wealth of knowledge of Director Pat Long and his creditable staff. 
 
Social considerations 
 Several social considerations should be evaluated during the first three years after re-
opening.  These include increased congestion and traffic flow, increased pressure on game wardens, 
and increased garbage, recycling and waste removal needs.  In addition, the Lodge will create more 
tourists, which could interfere with the daily lives of Hyde County citizens.  Several standard surveys 
exist to measure the social impacts of tourism on a community, including the Tourism Impact 
Assessment Scale, Resident Attitude and Awareness surveys, and Benefits-based Attitude studies.  
Partner with Hyde County Extension and NCSU’s Tourism Extension program for more 
information on how and when to carry out a social impact study. 
 
 
Training 
 
Regional tourism development rarely happens “on its own” and particularly in rural areas, requires 
the collaboration of many players. City and county officials, chamber and tourism directors, lending 
institutions, the business community, Extension centers, community colleges, arts councils, park 
managers, schools and non-profits all have a role to play in developing sustainable tourism.  It is 
imperative that WRC management plays a leading and supportive role to economic and community 
development efforts.  A number of community involvement initiatives have been outlined above.  
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Additionally, taking a lead in coordinating and initiating partnerships for training will need to be 
started prior to opening.  The audiences for training include: 

 Lodge staff 
 Contracted vendors associated with the Lodge 
 Nascent entrepreneurs in the county 
 Front-line staff in any Hyde County business 

 
Hospitality 
Key areas for training are Hospitality, Entrepreneurship, and Interpretation.  NC Cooperative 
Extension Service offers a hospitality Training Program developed specifically for rural destinations.   
However, the number of trainings offered depends on the manpower available.  WRC could partner 
with Extension to deliver the training classes not only to Lodge staff but contracted vendors and 
other businesses in the community.  Hosting the training sessions at the Lodge prior to public 
opening would provide an exciting venue and an “insider’s view” of the Lodge for community 
residents.   
 
Entrepreneurship 
The first step in generating entrepreneurial activity is education.  A series of "assessment 
workshops" could be held around the county to determine which citizens have interest in running 
their own business. There are many opportunities for residents to create their own business, 
especially related to tourism.  
 The NC REAL program has been training entrepreneurs on how to create business plans for 
years (http://www.ncreal.org/).  Likewise the Small Business Technology and Development Center 
is a natural partner to enhance entrepreneurial skills in the county (http://www.sbtdc.org/). 
 Economic development offices, universities and policy-makers nationally are recognizing the 
power of entrepreneurship.   Economic development is classically linked to a three-legged stool 
where business recruitment, business retention and expansion, and business generation all play a role 
in a healthy economy.  Because of globalization, shifting labor laws and the gains in technology, 
encouraging business generation is getting more attention in the last few years.  An initiative out of 
the Center for Rural Entrepreneurship called Energizing Entrepreneurs is a leading source of 
information on how to assess entrepreneurship, encourage it, and build capacity with the effort.  
This is the place to start to learn about what entrepreneurs need to be successful 
(www.energizingentrepreneurs.org).   Closer to home, the NC Rural Center Institute for 
Entrepreneurship has begun their rural entrepreneurship initiative 
(http://www.ncruralcenter.org/entrepreneurship/index.asp) including an assessment of the 
entrepreneurial climate in the state 
(http://www.ncruralcenter.org/entrepreneurship/markelypagesreport.pdf).  Additionally, many 
state universities have entrepreneurship programs –NC State’s can be found at 
(http://ncsu.edu/enitiative/). Growing entrepreneurial potential should be a countywide priority in 
the coming years.   
 
Interpretation 
Interpretation is an art, but skills can be taught and learned.  Because WRC has an outstanding 
environmental education program, it is assumed that the conservation-oriented interpretation is a 
non-issue for Lodge staff.  However, standard short training courses should be available for 
contracted vendors, lodge tour guides, and any community member wishing to increase their 
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interpretive skills. Particularly for residents wishing to start a nature-based tourism business, 
providing quality interpretation to visitors will be the key to a satisfied customer.  

Additionally, WRC staff should be adept in interpreting cultural and historical facets of the 
Lodge, and a standard short course should be available to the same audiences mentioned above.  
 
Potential Partners in Training 
 
Potentials partners for training endeavors (as well as other community development initiatives) 
include: 

 Hyde County Cooperative Extension (this should be the first stop to engaging all Extension 
programs) 

 NCSU Tourism Extension 
 NCSU Office of Extension, Engagement and Economic Development 

(http://www.ncsu.edu/extension/) 
 ECU’s Center for Sustainable Tourism (http://www.ecu.edu/sustainabletourism/) 
 ECU’s Department of Hospitality Management 

(http://www.ecu.edu/che/hmgt/index.html) 
 Hyde County Government 
 Hyde County Chamber/ Tourism Development Authority 
 Hyde County School System 
 Beaufort County Community College 
 North Carolina REAL Enterprises (http://www.ncreal.org/) 
   Small Business Technology and Development Center (http://www.sbtdc.org/) 
 NC Rural Center  
 Mattamuskeet Foundation 
 Partnership for the Sounds 
 North Carolina’s NorthEast  
 Faith-based organizations/places of worship 
 Civic clubs and community organizations 
 NC Association of Festivals and Special Events 
 NC Motorcoach Association (http://www.ncmotorcoach.org/) 
 Destination Marketing Association of NC (http://visit.nc.org/) 
 NC Travel Industry Association (http://www.seenc.org/) 
 The Conservation Fund Resourceful Community Program 

(http://www.conservationfund.org/node/617) 
 NC DENR State Trails Office (http://www.ncparks.gov/About/trails_main.php) 
 NC DENR Office of Environmental Education 
 NC Arts Council 
 NC Paddle Trails Association 
 National Association of Interpretation (http://www.interpnet.com/) 

 
 
Planning for Continuity / Research & Evaluation 
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It is important that managers and planners of Mattamuskeet Lodge set realistic, measurable 
objectives.  Each objective should correlate to the mission of the Lodge and to overarching goals.  
Objectives should be calculated and analyzed on a yearly basis.  Examples of quantitative objectives: 

1. Reach annual break-even point by third year of operation. 
2. Maintain a 95% “very satisfied” or “exceptional” rating on overall visitor satisfaction in guest 

room stays, lodge tours, food service, event and meeting planning, and environmental 
education services. A sample visitor survey has been provided in Appendix L: Sample Visitor 
Survey. 

3. Hire 90% of Lodge employees from Hyde County resident pool.  Maintain and annual 
retention rate of 80%.   

4. Host four regional or state-level events each year for business associations or government 
agencies. 

5. Develop and maintain vendor relationships with at least eight Hyde County businesses. 
6. Create twelve packages with Hyde County businesses and neighboring regional tourism 

authorities. 
7. Entertain 500 overnight guests during the first year of operation. 
8. Track media hits – generate publicity (earned media) worth a value of $500,000 within the 

first year of operation. 
9. Provide a Lodge Tour to 2,000 people during the first year of operation. 

  
Qualitative evaluations are also important, but more difficult to portray.  Qualitative experiences can 
be captured by testimonials from guests about their experience at the Lodge and community 
members regarding the impact that the re-opening has made on their lives.   
 
Visitor Kiosks to Aid the Experience and Gather Information 
 It will be important to understand the visitors who are traveling to Mattamuskeet Lodge and 
Lake Mattamuskeet Wildlife Refuge.  We recommend setting up visitor’s kiosks at each of the 
Refuge entrances, one on 264 and one on 94 to e operated by volunteers from the community.  A 
volunteer within these booths could ask visitors a short series of questions to determine 
demographics, numbers and common activities of visitors.  These questions should be brief and 
should take each driver no longer than one minute to answer.   

Questions could include: 

o How many individuals are in your vehicle? 
o In what activities do you plan on participating today? 
o How far did you travel to get here? 
o How did you find out about Lake Mattamuskeet Wildlife Refuge? 
o Did you bring your own gear – fishing, boat, etc? 

This information should be entered into a computer system daily, and the records from the data 
should be quantified monthly, quarterly, and annually.  The Night Auditor should be responsible for 
entering and maintaining this data.   
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 Finding volunteers to operate these booths could be difficult.  However, the Lodge should 
partner with the USFWS to operate the kiosks, as the information collected there will be useful to 
Refuge staff as well as Lodge staff.  WRC could require that contract companies (such as boat 
outfitters) provide an individual for one day per month to work in the booths.  The Lodge could 
also ask that Chamber members, Foundation members and Partnership for the Sounds affiliates 
volunteer their time in the kiosks.   
 While the information gathered from visitor kiosks will be important to Lodge planning, 
service, and marketing, it will also be a useful service for visitors.  Kiosk volunteers should have 
maps of the refuge, information on Lodge Tours, information on contract tours, Lodge over-night 
rates, menus for the Lodge restaurant, and other information which will be helpful to visitors.   
 
Sustainability of Lodge Goals 
Most importantly to its sustainability approach, Mattamuskeet Lodge must stay true to its goals:  

1. Serve as an educational facility promoting the historic and ecological importance of the lodge 
and of Lake Mattamuskeet Wildlife Refuge 

2. Cooperate with the local community in ways that encourage sustainable tourism and 
economic development  

3. Provide a quality experience to all visitors  
4. Generate revenue to be self-sustaining 

 
WRC management should develop routine evaluation systems to monitor and assess the status of 
each of these goals.  Visitor and community resident surveys will be one important way to document 
the positive impacts of the Lodge and stay up to date on areas where operations and/or community 
relations can improve.  Tracking business births, deaths, growth and revenue related to the Lodge 
will be crucial to justify the expense and energy put into opening and operating the Lodge.   We 
suggest contracting economists to both track current and project future impacts of the Lodge within 
the county and region, as well as use available statistics from the Department of Commerce, 
Division of Tourism, and NC Rural Center. 
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Lodge Financials 
  
The core constituents of the North Carolina Wildlife Resources Commission are sportsmen: hunter, 
anglers, and trappers.  The majority of WRC funding comes from sportsmen’s licenses and from an 
excise tax on hunting, fishing, and trapping equipment.  Because of this it is understandable that the 
WRC is hesitant to allocate money to a historic tourism endeavor.  A core concept in this plan is to 
document ways to continue the Lodge’s focus on sportsmen, and therefore reaffirm the WRC’s role 
in this project.  However, if the WRC does not want to invest any funding, then perhaps they should 
consider co-managing the lodge with another agency who’s funding is more aligned with rural 
economic development and tourism.  It is only fair to the heritage of the Lodge and the people of 
Hyde County that future Lodge managers are 100% committed to the Lodge’s success, which 
includes financial commitments.  The WRC should be commended on their efforts to expand their 
agency objectives by taking a program so different than any in their past.  The following section 
outlines the financial feasibility of Lodge amenities and programming.  The intention of this section 
is to outline methods to make the Lodge self-sustaining.  It should be read with caution, however, 
and with an understanding that the WRC may need to establish permanent annual Lodge funding.   
The financial operations plan is broken down into revenues and expenses, and both are broken 
down into sub categories. The numbers provided throughout the financial operations plan are 
projections and are not guaranteed rates and expenses. 
 
 

Lodge Financials: Revenue 
 
Guest Room and Suite Revenues 
 
Rate structures are established by taking into consideration the following: 

1. Rates of primary competition in the area 
2. Age of the hotel, including recent renovations and improvements 
3. Perceived value of the products and services delivered by the hotel 
4. Location 
5. Cost of the hotel and the return on investment (ROI) required by WRC 
6. Any competitive advantages that the hotel might have over its competition (Hales, 2005) 
7. In the first year new properties may want to consider penetration price, when the facility 

opens in the first year with lower rates to promote the facilities.  This also allows the facility 
to adjust rates, based on the area.  Since there is no historical data or comparative data in the 
immediate area this would be the most viable option. 

 
Below are the standard rates for a double occupancy room and the suite at double occupancy. Note 
that room rates are usually set for one year.  Due to the seasonality of the area it is important to vary 
rates by seasons.  Therefore, each year the rate structure is established for each season. 
 

 
Room Rates for Mattamuskeet Lodge 

 
Room Type Rates In-Season Off-Season Summer 
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2 person room Multiple Nights $150.00 $120.00 $85.00 

 One Night $180.00 $150.00 $85.00 

2 bedroom suite Multiple Nights $230.00 $200.00 $180.00 

 One Night $280.00 $230.00 $180.00 

 
 
The suite revenues will be the largest revenue generating service the lodge will provide. The formula 
below depicts a conservative scenario for potential maximum revenue (Potential Maximum Revenue 
is when the Lodge is filled to maximum guest room capacity everyday).  While, it is highly 
improbable that the Lodge would ever reach 100% occupancy, the formula is offered as a gauge for 
a profit ceiling.  The estimate is still conservative because the room rate used is based on the average 
room rate for a 16-county region*.  Despite the inclusion of “Outer Banks” hotel prices, the average 
room rate is low, and significantly lower as to what the market would bear at the Lodge. 
 

 
Number of rooms x Average Room Rate for Region 1 x 365 days  

= Projected Maximum Suite Revenue 
 

13 x 68.07 x 365 = $322,992 
 

 
*North Carolina is broken down into seven economic regions.  Region 1 is 1 – Northeast (Bertie, Camden, Chowan, 
Currituck, Gates, Halifax, Hertford, Northampton, Pasquotank, Perquimans, Beaufort, Dare, Hyde, Martin, Tyrrell, 
Washington).  Source: Average room rate obtained through the 2008 North Carolina Travel Tracker 
(http://www.nccommerce.com/en/TourismServices/PromoteTravelAndTourismIndustry/TourismResearch/NCTravelTracker
/index.htm) 
 
 
Cancellation Fees 

Cancellation fees for guest rooms should be clearly set.  The following are a list of options 
for lodge management. There are no financial projections for this section due to the fact that there is 
no historical data from which to extrapolate.   
 

Option A 
Because the lodge is a seasonal facility it is important to maximize lodge occupancy during 
peak seasons and off seasons.  If a person were to cancel at last minute it is unlikely that the 
room will be filled on short notice, which will become an expense to the lodge.  Revenues 
made during peak times will help to offset expenses incurred during off-season.  Therefore it 
may be the decision of management to chare a one night non refundable at season rates for 
cancellations within one month of reservations date. 
 
Option B 
Charge a cancellation fee if the guests cancel within 24 hours of reservation 

 
 
Event Planning Revenues 
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In tradition with Mattamuskeet Lodge’s history of event planning the lodge will provide event 
planning services.  Direct revenue will be created by renting multipurpose space to host events.  For 
the purposes of this report we utilized Crown Center Coliseums event planning rates.  While the 
coliseum is located in a larger population base, it is a better fit than private businesses in that they 
are obligated to abide by the Umstead Act. An overall analysis of revenues cannot be conducted at 
this time due to the fact that the parameter of services to be provided has not been determined at 
this time. 
 
 
Facility Leasing Revenue 

Facility Leasing Revenue was determined by using the number of events held at 
Mattamuskeet Lodge in 2000 (information provided by Annette) multiplied by room rate for most 
expensive room.     
 

 
Number of events from 2000 x room rate  

95 events x $750.00 = $71,250.00 potential revenue 
 

 
The following facility lease rate structure is recommended based on number of people each room 
can facilitate and compared with pricing from Crown Coliseum (RENT, 2008).  The staffing and 
personnel costs are not included in this section.  Personnel costs are referenced under expenses and 
can vary based on requirements of the event. Please also note that: 

o Facility Surcharge is typically 25% of lease fee  
o Staff and Personnel costs will be charged based on the size of the event and number of 

personnel required.  The fees charged will not exceed the cost for staffing and taxes.  
Therefore, staffing is not considered revenue, but a breakeven. 

o In the first year equipment will be considered an expense until paid off.  Revenue for 
equipment can be determined after first year of operation. 

 
Facility Fees for Lodge Meeting Spaces 

 

Facility Room 
Facility 

Fee 
Facility 

Surcharge
Staffing & 

Personnel Costs Equipment

First Floor Dining Room $250 $62.50 N/A Varies 

Second Floor Lower Level Assembly Room $600 $150 N/A Varies 

Second Floor Upper Level Assembly Ball Room $600 $150 N/A Varies 

Second Floor Break-out Meeting Room $150 $37.50 N/A Varies 

     
 
 
Catering 
 The lodge will have a fully operational kitchen which will be an added asset for event 
planning.  Revenues will be guaranteed based on events being held at facility.  The menu will be 
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determined by the Executive Chef with a cost assessment for food and then a markup will be placed 
on the meals to guarantee revenue.   
 The guests may also contract out catering; however there are guidelines that will need to be 
followed and adhered to if the guests decide to contract out catering (for example, one time liquor 
license or extra insurance for event). 
 If guests decide to contract outside catering consideration should be given to charging a fee 
for not using Lodge’s restaurant. 
 
 
Lodge Tour Revenues 
 
Providing tours of the lodge can be a great revenue source for the facility.  The revenue for tours in the first 
year was calculated by using two formulas. 
 

Formula 1:   One percent (1%) of travelers on US 264/94 per year multiplied by adult rate = 
((2,000 vehicles per day x 364 = 728,000) x.01) x 10.00 = 

7,280 X 1.00 = $72,800 
 

Formula 2:  Number of passengers on the Swan Quarter ferry in 2006 multiplied by adult rate = 
86,000 x 10.00 = $860,000 

 
We suggest the following rates for the first two years of Lodge operation. 
 

Cost of Tours 
 

Tour Groups Cost 

General Public $10.00 

Special Groups $8.00 

Children $6.00 
 
 
 
Outfitter Revenues 
 
Revenue will be generated by charging an association fee for local outfitters.  The lodge will charge outfitters 
10% of their fees generated by hotel guests or visitors that come to the lodge for recreational purposes.    
Fees will be also charged for outfitters to use gutting and cleaning house after hunts.  Outfitters will be 
charged $150.00 per day of the facility.  Use will be determined by hotel management. 
 
 
Gift Shop Revenues 
 
Gift shop revenue will be 100% mark up based on the Wildlife Refuge Commissions’ Wild Store 
operations.  An assessment should be conducted after 12 months to determine total revenues and 
identify seasonal revenues.  The revenues made in the first year can be used to gauge the operational 
revenue for the following year.  Revenues for the gift shop cannot be determined until the WRC 
determines items to be sold.   
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Restaurant Revenues 
 
Revenues will be based on the menu price of food minus the cost to prepare and serve the food. At 
this time it has not been determined if the restaurant will be immediately providing services, 
therefore an assessment has not been conducted on revenues.    
 
 
Rental Equipment and Movies 
 
Equipment 
 Equipment for activities is going to be purchased with grant money.  Therefore all rental 
mark ups will be direct revenue to the lodge. When the WRC determines the type of equipment to 
be rented to guests of the lodge and the movie service provider then an assessment of revenues can 
be determined. 
 
Movies 

Movies will be charged in accordance with service provider’s fees + mark up.   
 
 
Fundraising, Development and Grantsmanship 
 
Because monies provided for renovations of the lodge cannot be dedicated to the purchase of 
furniture and other amenities items it is essential for the WRC to conduct fundraisers.  The Fund 
Raisers need to be at a large scale partnering with organizations throughout NC.  To begin an 
assessment needs to be conducted to determine how much money needs to be raised to cover costs 
not provided by the renovation process.  The list needs to be prioritized and then fund raising can 
proceed. As money is raised it can be dedicated to the purchase of items that were previously 
identified and prioritized.  Examples of fundraising events would be: 

 In conjunction with the NC Art Museum or NC Museum of History, hold a gala to 
raise funds 

 Partner with NCSU Golf program to host a celebrity golf tournament 
 Join with Mattamuskeet Foundation to host a boat auction.  

 
A development position could be established for the time period prior to opening to head 
fundraising efforts and perhaps launch a capital campaign.  To supplement development efforts, 
grants will be sought for particular program or equipment needs.  A list of tourism-related grants is 
provided in Appendix T. 
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Lodge Financials: Expenses 
 
The following section outlines expenses the Lodge will incur in preparation for opening as well as 
expenses that will repeat every year.  Please note that taxes have not been factored into any 
operations expenses 
 
Personnel Expenses 
 
The following section provides an outline of costs to staff the Lodge for operation. Personnel are 
determined by the size of the hotel (based on number of rooms).  The size of the Lodge is 
operationally more like a bread and breakfast. Unless otherwise noted, positions are salary-based. 
 
 

Salary and Benefits Outline 

 
 
Position Base Salary Benefits Taxes Total 

Number of 
Personnel 

per Position 

Total based on 
number of 
positions 

General Manager 51,000.00 5,100.00 0.00 56,100.00 1 $56,100.00 

Hotel Manager 42,000.00 4,200.00 0.00 46,200.00 1 $46,200.00 

Assistant Hotel 
Manager 38,000.00 3,800.00 0.00 41,800.00 1 $41,800.00 

Executive Chef/ 
Kitchen Manager 46,000.00 4,600.00 0.00 50,600.00 1 $50,600.00 

Sous Chef 38,000.00 3,800.00 0.00 41,800.00 2 $83,600.00 

Wait staff on-call 
or seasonal* 5.12 0.51 0.00 5.63 4 $22.53 

Wait staff part 
time* 5.12 0.51 0.00 5.63 2 $11.26 

Facilities 
Maintenance 
Manager 31,622.00 3,162.20 0.00 34,784.20 1 $34,784.20 

Maintenance 
Worker/Grounds 
Keeper 23,338.00 2,333.80 0.00 25,671.80 1 $25,671.80 

Housekeeping 
Manager 22,915.00 2,291.50 0.00 25,206.50 1 $25,206.50 

Housekeeper 13,000.00 1,300.00 0.00 14,300.00 1 $14,300.00 

Part Time 
Housekeeper* 12.00 1.20 0.00 13.20 2 $26.40 
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* Wage positions paid by hour. 
Sources: Indeed.com and Beacon Job Code Document/ NC Document 
 
Total estimate for annual salary and benefits to operate the Lodge is $16,150,000. 
 
 
Tax Expenses and other personnel expenses 
 Taxes that should be considered are social security, FICA, state taxes, and federal and state 
unemployment. Personnel benefits are based on 10% of the yearly salary (Christofferson 2008). 
 
Alternative laundry personnel expenses 
 Considering that the most expensive part of running a hotel is personnel costs, it may be 
more cost effective to contract cleaning services and laundry services from the same contractor.  
This way WRC can use projected stays to contract services specifically for times that hotel will be in 
use.   In Hyde County, White Cap Linen is the nearest facility.  The administrative team at White 
Cap has provided an unofficial quote to assist in gauging cost for Mattamuskeet Lodge to contract 
services.  The service provided includes rental fees of linens, laundering costs, and restocking.  Prices 
vary, however, depending on the length and size of the contract - the rental fee may be per event, 
per week, or per month.  The length of the contract will need to be determined by lodge 
management team.   

If the contract is per month and lodge requires 75 queen flat sheets White Cap Linen will 
charge a fee of $1.30 per sheet.  The total will be $97.50 for one month.  If 10 sheets are sent to 
laundering White Cap Linen will shelve 10 new flat sheets and take the dirty sheets to be laundered.  
The laundering is included in the cost per month. Please note that most hotels use two flat sheets to 

Marketing I.S. 
Manager 57,000.00 5,700.00 0.00 62,700.00 1 $62,700.00 

Night Auditor* 16,000.00 1,600.00 0.00 17,600.00 1 $17,600.00 

Part Time Night 
Auditor* 12.00 1.20 0.00 13.20 1 $13.20 
Front Desk 
Agent* 16,000.00 1,600.00 0.00 17,600.00 3 $52,800.00 

Part Time Front 
Desk Agent* 10.00 1.00 0.00 11.00 3 $33.00 

Kennel Staff/ 
Contracted  0.00 0.00 0.00 3 $0.00 

Lodge Tour 
Guides/ 
contracted  0.00 0.00 0.00 10 $0.00 

Environmental 
Educators 31,622.00 3,162.20 0.00 34,784.20 2 $69,568.40 

Environmental 
Educators on-
call/ or seasonal  0.00 0.00 0.00 2 $0.00 

Total 333,698.00 33,369.80 0.00 367,067.80 44 $16,150,983.20 
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make the beds.  However it is at the discretion of the hotel management to determine if flat or fitted 
will be used.  White Cap Linen can provide a quote for fitted sheets.  The estimate below represents 
annual costs for bed linen service.   
 

White Cap Linen Quote for Bed Linen Services 

Item Quantity Cost Total Year Total 

Bar Towel 0 $0.30 $0.00 $0.00 

Bib Apron 0 $0.40 $0.00 $0.00 

Bistro Apron 20 $0.55 $11.00 $132.00 

Glass Towel 0 $0.30 $0.00 $0.00 

Chef Coat 3 $0.40 $1.20 $14.40 

Cook Shirt 3 $1.50 $4.50 $54.00 

Wet Mop Head 6 $2.00 $12.00 $144.00 

Dust Mop Head 6 $2.00 $12.00 $144.00 

Cloth Napkins 312 $0.19 $59.28 $711.36 

52" x 52" TC 100 $0.74 $74.00 $888.00 

62" x 62" TC 100 $0.84 $84.00 $1,008.00 

72" x 72" TC 100 $0.94 $94.00 $1,128.00 

85" x 85" TC 100 $1.04 $104.00 $1,248.00 

85" Round TC 100 $1.04 $104.00 $1,248.00 

96" Round TC 100 $1.14 $114.00 $1,368.00 

110" Round TC 100 $1.95 $195.00 $2,340.00 

120" Round TC 100 $2.55 $255.00 $3,060.00 

52" x 96" TC 0 $1.88 $0.00 $0.00 

52" x 120" TC 0 $1.95 $0.00 $0.00 

Queen Sheet 84 $1.30 $109.20 $1,310.40 

Pillow Case 84 $0.45 $37.80 $453.60 

Bath Towel 75 $0.90 $67.50 $810.00 

Hand Towel 150 $0.38 $57.00 $684.00 

Bath Mat 33 $0.35 $11.55 $138.60 

Wash Cloth 150 $0.18 $27.00 $324.00 

Kitchen Towel 100 $0.25 $25.00 $300.00 

Total     $1,459.03 $17,508.36 

 
 
Total expense for this alternative to housekeeping personnel is $17,500. 
 
 
Information Technology Expenses 
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The quote below provided is based on other projects done within the WRC and is not inclusive of 
all IT requirements.  The following is a list of IT requirements to sufficiently run lodge: 

 Inbound toll free capabilities 
 Web services:  State multiplex LAN services network connection 
 Web hosting 

o Link from state website to hotel web site 
o Direct web link via dedicated public url 

 LAN services- WIFI (400 users max and 50 minimum) 
o Hotel employees secure LAN 
o Guests- password pursed daily for WEP access 

 Inbound/outbound phone services 
 Multiline room phones and office phones 
 IP phone for 5 digit dialing in house extensions with emergency service in room 
 RES services 
 24 hour response on service outage 
 Call center capabilities 
 Hotel management software 
 Advanced TV for rooms 
 Hotel services IP switch for outbound call tracking capabilities for room charging 

capabilities  
 
The following is a “ballpark” quote of IT services the WRC can provide.  They are broken up into 
start up costs, reoccurring costs, and services not provided by the WRC.  
 

Start-up costs: 
 $100,000 - wiring, infrastructure, network switches (based on estimates from Wildlife's 

Centennial installation) 

 $50,000 - network specific hardware, file server, pc's for offices and front counter (based 
on current prices for PC's and servers) 

 $200,000 - call center and phone system, phones for rooms, offices (based on estimates 
from Wildlife's Centennial installation) 

 $350,000 - wireless network for 400 users (based on recent wireless project completed by 
Dept. of Agriculture for State Fair grounds) 

 $10,000 - cost of reservation software used at Pisgah, Corolla, and Centennial for public 
classes (based on a per site installation of software) 

 unknown - T1/data charges for state network connection (can't give an estimate since it 
depends on site conditions, distance from local carriers/phone companies, having to 
trench "X" amount of miles, etc.) 

 Recurring costs (monthly): 
 $3,000-4,000 - web hosting, T1/data charges, monthly phone service (based on estimates 

of Pisgah Education center data charges, Centennial's phone service, and the 
Commission's web hosting fee for 1 site). 
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 $3,000-4,000 - managed services for wireless (based on State Fair grounds installation, 
Dept. of Agriculture) 

 varies - $ .06/minute for toll free service (state service) 
 varies - cost of outbound long distance calls 

 
 
Property Operation and Maintenance 
 
Operation and maintenance expenses cannot be determined until the WRC determines what the 
lodge will be used for, services provided.  These are essential in determining the type of expenses 
that will be incurred for the upkeep of the facility.  According to a study published in 2006, hotel 
maintenance costs average 5% of revenues. (Hotel Online Special Report) 
 

Option 1: Pay for all maintenance out of revenues. 
 
The following are a list of considerations when assessing the cost for maintenance.  Given 
that the lodge will have been completely renovated most items on the list will be under 
warranty and will have minor cost for repairs and maintenance. 
 

 Air Conditioning & Refrigeration 
 Building:  Note that windows or interior wall damage is the primary source of 

budgeting for the building. 
 Curtains and Draperies 
 Electrical and Mechanical Equipment 
 Elevators 
 Engineering supplies 
 Floor Covering:  Repair work on flooring 
 Furniture 
 Grounds and Landscaping 
 Kitchen Equipment:  Needs to be broken down to restaurant and do it yourself 

kitchen 
 Hunting facilities:  The gutting house 
 Laundry Equipment 
 Operating Supplies 
 Office Supplies 
 Other Operating Expenses 
 Painting and Decorating 
 Pest Control 
 Plumbing and Heating 
 Property Management System:  This is software 
 Telephone 
 Telephone Equipment 
 Television 
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 Water Softener (if required in North Carolina) 
 

Option 2: Contract out maintenance operations. 
 
Solicit contract proposals to determine what it would cost to contract out to a maintenance 
crew.  

 
 
Insurance Expenses 
 
Because the facility is a state facility the recommendation is to budget the cost of insurance for the 
lodge from annual WRC funds.  Types of insurance needed for operations, but not limited to: 
 
Liability Insurance 

 Commercial General Liability 
 Automobile Liability  
 Liquor Liability 
 Watercraft Liability 
 Excess Liability or Excess “Umbrella” Liability 
 Environmental Impairment Liability 
 Workers Compensation & Employers’ Liability 

  
Property Insurance 

 Building(s) &/or Contents Coverage 
 Boiler & Machinery Coverage 
 Business Interruption or Expense Coverage 

 
 
Utility Expenses 
 
The utilities providers are unable to provide a usage estimate because the Lodge has not been in use 
in the last year.  The lodge will not use any gas for operations as the gas lines ends before 
Mattamuskeet in Hyde County. 
 
Water Expenses 
 Commercial water rates in Hyde County are $32.00 for the first 2,000 gallons of water used 
and $7.00 per 1,000 gallons used after that. The estimate provided is using an approximation of 
another hotel in Hyde County’s July water bill and multiplying it out by 12 months.  The July water 
bill was $2,721.06. 
 

$2,721.06 x 12 months = $32,652.72 
 
 
Solid Waste Management Expenses  
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 Cost for solid waste management was provided by David’s Trash Service, Inc.  (This is not 
an official quote for solid waste management, but an estimate.) 
 

$150.00 per month x 12 months = $1,800.00 
 
  
Electrical Expenses 
 Tideland EMC is the electrical service provider for Hyde County.  Mattamuskeet Lodge’s 
historical data pertaining to watt usage is insufficient to gauge future use as a hotel/ restaurant/ 
events facility.  Until July 2008 the Lodge was making a minimum payment of $20.00. 
 The lodge will fall under a rates plan.  Rates include a base facility charge of $130.00 and will 
require two measuring devices.  The first device is kilo watt hours (KWA) and the second device is 
kilo watt demand (KWD).  KWH is $0.0608, KWD is $8.75 and taxes are 3%. Tideland EMC does 
not provide generator support, therefore the contractors will need to ensure that one is purchased 
and installed prior to operations. 
 Based on average rates from Martel’s an estimated amount is being provided for the lodge.  
Martel’s July 2008 bill was approximately $1,900 and a yearly average rate of $1,522.21. 
 
Total utility estimate for one year is $52,720. 
 
 
Marketing Expense 
 
A marketing estimate has not been determined because there are multiple options from which to 
choose; this expense will be decided by the marketing staff and the WRC. The information provided 
below in this section are examples of costs for media outlets for a portion of the Lodge’s target 
audience. 
 
Production and Design for Print Media 
 WRC could use in-house production employees to create brochure and advertising design 
for the lodge. This would reduce costs substantially. 
 
Newspaper advertising 
 
Tideland News   
Weekly circulation is 3,200.  Contracts are available from 13 weeks.   
 

Size and Color Cost 
Per column inch open rate $6.20 
Business card size $24.80 
Full page $799.80 
Add one Color $85.00 
Add full color $225.00 

Source: Pearce, 2008 
 
Internet advertising 
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Carolina Coast Online Homepage 
Please refer to Appendix V for more information. 
  
Ad Style Available Position Open 3 mo 6 mo 12 mo 
Leaderboard 4 $300.00 $240 $180 $120 
Skyscraper/ Button Any combo of 6 $300/200 $240/140 $180/100 $120/70
Weather 4 $200 $140 $100 $70 
Latest News 2 $200 $140 $100 $70 

 

Carolina Coast Online: Carteret County News-Times, Topsail Voice, or Tideland News Sites 

Ad Style Available Position Open 3 mo 6 mo 12 mo 
Leaderboard 4 $280 $230 $170 $110 
Skyscraper/Button Any combo of 6 $280/190 $230/130 $170/90 $110/60
Weather 4 $190 $130 $90 $60 
Latest News 2 $190 $130 $90 $60 
In Story 4 $230 $170 $120 $90 
(Standard Internet Ad Sizes, 2008) 
  
 
Magazines 
 
Our State: North Carolina Magazine 
Total Subscriptions nationally is 145,457.  Readership for May of 2008 was 771,674.   
 
 

 
Our State: North Carolina: 4-Color Net Advertising Rates per Month 

 
 12 times 7 times 4 times 1 time 
1 page $4,725 $6,140 $7,085 $9,450 
½ page $3,150 $4,095 $4,725 $6,300 
1/3 page vertical $2,940 $3,820 $4,410 $5,880 
1/3 page horizontal $2,455 $3,190 $3,685 $4,915 
Inside back cover $6,520 $8,475 $9,780 $13,040 
Inside front cover $7,245 $9,415 $10,865 $14,490 
Outside back cover $8,325 $10,820 $12,485 $16,650 
(Our State North Carolina, May 2008) 
 

North Carolina Signature: 4-Color Net Advertising Rates per Month 
 
 6 times 3 times 1 time 
1 page $3,100 $4,425 $5,900 
½ page $2,450 $3,450 $4,600 
Inside back cover $4,275 $6,110 $8,150 
Inside front cover spread $8,295 $11,850 $15,800 
Outside back cover $5,400 $7,725 $10,300 
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(North Carolina Signature, February 2008) 
 
 
This Week Magazine 
Weekly circulation of 20,503.  General Dislpay rates are offered below and additional fees may 
apply. Please refer to Appendix V for more information. 
 

Annual Monthly Contract Cost 

10-65 inches $10.10 

66-128 inches $9.70 

129-260 inches $9.44 

261-390 inches $9.16 

391-515 inches $8.80 

516-645 inches $8.42 

646 inches or more $8.10 
 

Annual Bulk Contract Cost 

774-1000 $10.20 

1001-2000 inches $9.88 

2001-3160 inches $9.36 

3161-5160 inches $9.06 

5161-7711 inches $8.70 

7742 inches or ore $8.34 
 
 

Color Rates 1 color 2 color 3 color 

Full Page or Less $85.00 $170.00 $255.00 

Second Page $17.00 $34.00 $51.00 
Source: News-Times_AdRates_07.pdf, 2008 

 
 
Brochures, Rack Cards 
 
One panel rack card:  Standard on panel size, 80 lb., recycled, 4/4, full bleeds. 
Bifold brochure:  Two panels folded in half, 80lb. text stock, recycled, 4/4, full bleeds 
Trifold brochure:  Standard letter size (flat) trifold, 80lb. text stock, recycled, 4/4, full bleeds. 
 

Style Quantity Cost 
Rack Card 20,000 $969.00 
Bifold Brochure 20,000 $1035.00 
Trifold Brochure 20,000 $1117.00 

Source: Braden, 2008 
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Cooperative Advertising 
The number of savvy tourism professionals in the region provides an opportunity for 

cooperative advertising.  Marketing staff should be familiar with programs offered by NC Division 
of Tourism 
(http://www.nccommerce.com/en/TourismServices/PromoteTravelAndTourismIndustry/Advertis
ingAndMarketingOpportunities/), the SouthEast Tourism Society 
(http://southeasttourism.org/advertising_marketing.html) and the NorthEast Partnership.  
 
Public Relations and Advertising Agencies  

The WRC should contact advertising agencies who have experience placing travel products.  
Two such agencies within North Carolina are Hensely-Fontanta in Charlotte 
(http://www.hensleyfontana.com/) and Lewis Advertising in Rocky Mount 
(http://lewisadvertising.com/).  A media plan should provides several price options for the client 
and should include online interactive search words, publication advertising, billboards, website 
development, collateral material (brochures, etc.), and creative development fees. 
 
Other Marketing Expenses 

Other marketing expenses are listed below but estimates/quotes were unable to be obtained. 
The WRC and/or the management company for the Lodge should employ a broad portfolio of 
marketing activities, rather than rely on strictly advertising.  Earned media or publicity gained by 
travel media is one of the most cost-efficient and effective means of marketing because a story 
written about the Lodge perceived by the reader to be unbiased (versus an advertisement where it is 
assumed to be presenting the best features of a product).  Earned media has an associated cost in 
providing real or in-kind services to the travel journalists when their company-policy allows.  The 
marketing budget for WRC must allow for staff time and funds to be dedicated to earning publicity. 
Please note the Division of Tourism also has resources for working with media found at 
http://www.nccommerce.com/en/TourismServices/PromoteTravelAndTourismIndustry/MediaRe
lations/. 
 
Other marketing activities: 

 Website 
 Direct Mail 
 Publicity 
 Guest Promotions 
 Promotional Items 
 Travel to trade shows, conferences and to make sales calls on media and intermediaries 
 Dues and Subscriptions 

 
It is our recommendation that the marketing people is hired immediately to work on fund raising as 
well as generate visibility and book sales prior to opening. 
 
 
 
Training and Education 
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New employee training is required by law.  It is up to the WRC to determine how much training 
needs to be provided and what the return on investment will be.  On average the cost to train an 
employee in the hotel industry is $2,000.  The cost of training will increase if there is a high 
employee turnover rate. 
 
 
 
Other Expenses 
 
When contacting hotel supply companies to gain quotes for equipment and supplies, abilities were 
limited because it was a requirement to open an account in the Lodge’s name. Therefore, the 
following section is an estimation of expenses that will be incurred for start up costs and stocking 
the facility for one year of operations. The lists provided below are not exhaustive. 
 
Guest Room Furniture and Supplies 
 

Guest Room Supplies 
 

Item Unit # Price Quantity Total 

Bath Towel 4 Dozen per case $219.99 1 $219.99

Hand Towel 10 Dozen per case $187.99 1 $187.99

Wash Cloth 25 Dozen per case $123.99 1 $123.99

Bath Matt 5 Dozen per case $164.95 1 $164.95

Vinyl Shower Curtains 1 Dozen per case $52.68 3 $158.04

Polyester Curtain 1 Dozen per case $107.88 3 $323.64

Curtain Rods Each $29.99 26 $779.74

Mattress pads 6 per case $103.74 7 $726.18

Pillow cases 1 dozen $13.99 7 $97.93

Flat Sheets 1 dozen $83.99 4 $335.96

Fitted Sheets 1 dozen $76.99 4 $307.96

Blankets each $15.95 42 $669.90

Comforter 4 per case $231.96 11 $2,551.56

Pillows 10 per case $79.94 5 $399.70

Bed shams 12 dozen $12.99 1 $12.99

Duvet Covers 12 Dozen $85.99 1 $85.99

Bed Skirts 12 dozen $42.99 1 $42.99

Pillow Protectors 130 count $1.98 6 $11.88

Bed Mattresses  8 per $709.99 2 $1,419.98

Bed Frames 1 Dozen $63.99 2 $127.98

Cots/ Stow Away 3 per $469.99 4 $1,879.96

Cribs each $236.99 4 $947.96

Housekeeping Carts each $779.99 4 $3,119.96

Door Guards 10 per $16.49 2 $32.98
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Room #'s 25 per $5.99 2 $11.98

Door Viewers 20 per $11.99 1 $11.99

Room Safes 10 per $159.98 2 $319.96

Door Stops 10 per $24.99 2 $49.98

Headboards 6 each $309.99 3 $929.97

Armoire 6 each $959.99 3 $2,879.97

Desk 6 each $399.99 3 $1,199.97

Chair 1 Dozen $84.99 2 $169.98

Bed Lights 2 Dozen $36.98 2 $73.96

Shades 26 per $11.99 2 $23.98

Desk Lamp 2 Dozen $38.98 1 $38.98

Shades 2 Dozen $15.99 1 $15.99

Waste Baskets 2 Dozen $39.99 2 $79.98

Curtains each $319.00 13 $4,147.00

Soap Dishes 2 Dozen $7.99 1 $7.99

Cotton Ball Jar 2 Dozen $10.99 1 $10.99

Amenity Tray 2 Dozen $18.99 1 $18.99

Curtain Rods 1 Dozen $38.99 2 $77.98

Shampoo 288 per case $51.99 6 $311.94

Conditioner 288 per case $53.99 6 $323.94

Hand and body lotion 288 per case $51.99 6 $311.94

Pure complexion bar 500 per case $53.99 4 $215.96

Antibacterial soap bar 180 per case $49.99 9 $449.91

Laundry bags 500 per case $44.99 4 $179.96

Toilet paper 80 per case     $0.00

Kleenex 30 per case     $0.00

Vinyl bath mat each $5.29 39 $206.31

Hair dryer each $22.95 20 $459.00

Alarm clock each $123.99 20 $2,479.80

Iron each $20.95 20 $419.00

Ironing boards each $28.99 20 $579.80

Iron holder each $10.95 20 $219.00

Total   $6,933.28 361 $30,956.40
 

 
Public Space Furniture and Supplies 
 

 Tables and Chairs for Meetings/Events 
 

Item Unit # Price Quantity Total 

72" round 1 Dozen $969.99 4 $3,879.96 
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60" round 1 Dozen $589.99 8 $4,719.92 

72" rectangle 1 Dozen $639.99 4 $2,559.96 

Chairs 100 per $76.99 5 $384.95 

Chair Carriers 3 each $479.99 4 $1,919.96 

Total   $2,756.95 25 $13,464.75 
 
 
Other Guest Amenities 
 

 Newspaper Expenses 
 Coffee Expenses 
 Ice Expenses 
 Guest Stationary and Writing Supplies 
 Hangers 

 
 
Cleaning Supply Expenses 
 

 Brooms, mops, brushes, pails 
 Soaps and polishes expense, cleaning chemicals, disinfectants 
 Insecticides  
 Cleaning cloths expenses 
 Dusters and dustpans 
 Cleaning accessories Expenses 

 
Administrative Supply Expenses 
 

 Binder, vouchers, desk pads, folios, keys  
 Floor plans  
 Envelopes, Pens and Pencils, Ink Cartridges 
 Letterhead and plain paper 

 
 
Kitchen Expenses 

The estimation for kitchen expenses includes dishware, cleaning supplies, and décor is from 
a business plan for a restaurant (Lounge). 
 
 
Gutting and Cleaning Facility Expenses 

The expenses for this facility have not been determined because the use of the facility has 
not been determined.  An assessment will need to be done on what type of structure it will be what 
necessary to staff the facility, clean the facility, and maintain the facility. The expenses listed below 
or for the operation of the gutting and cleaning facility only. 

 Freezers 
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 Tables 
 Knives 
 Hoses 
 Cleaning Supplies (bleach) 
 Safety Signage 
 Animal Waste Removal 

 
Uniforms 
 A uniform expense has not been determined.  The WRC will need to make decisions 
regarding uniforms style, if employees are required to wear them. 
 
Laundry and Dry Cleaning Expenses 
 
Laundry expenses cannot be estimated until the WRC determines which option it will choose for 
services.  
 

Option 1:  Purchase commercial washer and dryer and launder linens in house. 
 
Hotel industry standards denote that each guest room requires one half hour to clean.  Based 
on a 13-room property, one housekeeper could clean all of the rooms and have 1.5 hours 
left in an 8-hour shift to run laundry services.  A commercial washer and dryer can handle 
loads up to 100 pounds, enough to handle all linens from 13 rooms and the restaurant. 
 
 
Option 2: Contract with laundry facility. 
In Hyde County, White Cap Linen is the nearest facility.  The management and 
administrative team have provided an unofficial quote to assist in gauging cost for 
Mattamuskeet Lodge to contract services.   
 

White Cap Linen Budgetary Quote 
 

Item Quantity Cost Total Year Total 

Bar Towel 0 $0.30 $0.00 $0.00 

Bib Apron 0 $0.40 $0.00 $0.00 

Bistro Apron 20 $0.55 $11.00 $132.00 

Glass Towel 0 $0.30 $0.00 $0.00 

Chef Coat 3 $0.40 $1.20 $14.40 

Cook Shirt 3 $1.50 $4.50 $54.00 

Wet Mop Head 6 $2.00 $12.00 $144.00 

Dust Mop Head 6 $2.00 $12.00 $144.00 

Cloth Napkins 312 $0.19 $59.28 $711.36 

52" x 52" TC 100 $0.74 $74.00 $888.00 

62" x 62" TC 100 $0.84 $84.00 $1,008.00 

72" x 72" TC 100 $0.94 $94.00 $1,128.00 
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85" x 85" TC 100 $1.04 $104.00 $1,248.00 

85" Round TC 100 $1.04 $104.00 $1,248.00 

96" Round TC 100 $1.14 $114.00 $1,368.00 

110" Round TC 100 $1.95 $195.00 $2,340.00 

120" Round TC 100 $2.55 $255.00 $3,060.00 

52" x 96" TC 0 $1.88 $0.00 $0.00 

52" x 120" TC 0 $1.95 $0.00 $0.00 

Queen Sheet 84 $1.30 $109.20 $1,310.40 

Pillow Case 84 $0.45 $37.80 $453.60 

Bath Towel 75 $0.90 $67.50 $810.00 

Hand Towel 150 $0.38 $57.00 $684.00 

Bath Mat 33 $0.35 $11.55 $138.60 

Wash Cloth 150 $0.18 $27.00 $324.00 

Kitchen Towel 100 $0.25 $25.00 $300.00 

Total     $1,459.03 $17,508.36 
 
 
Over/Shorts 
 When conducting a budgetary quote it is important for the company to factor in  + or – 
25% - 50%.   

 
 
Future Financial Considerations 
 
The following exercises are measures of financial activity and progress.  They provide the ultimate 
financial accountability for the Lodge and should be calculated by a business professional. 
 
Creating Financial Statements 

The Profit and Loss Statement, Balance Sheet, and Statement of Cash Flows are financial 
statements that are reoccurring.  They are the three most used accounting tools used in business. 
 
Break Even Analysis 

A break even analysis will allow Lodge management to determine how much money the 
Lodge will have to make to break even.  This should be done annually. 
 
Return on Investment for Advertising/Marketing 

Also known as ROI, this calculation allows the Lodge to determine how much advertising is 
affecting revenues.  It is quantifiable financial returns from marketing programs for the Lodge.  
Taking the profit and subtracting the investment and dividing the sum by the investment would do 
this.  
 
Forecasting  

Forecasting can be done by year or seasons and is based on numbers obtained over time.  
Forecasting allows the lodge to predict occupancy, event occupancy, and tour attendance. 
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